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University's history put on tape 
A class of eight students led by 
two University professors has given 
Bowling Green a 75th Anniversary 
present - a taped collection of 
interviews with 
people formerly or 
currently 
associated with 
the University. 
For the first 
time, the 
University has oral 
interpretations of 
....._ ______ its history to add. 
to its collection of written and 
photographic material. The tapes, 
which cover 52 hours with 49 
subjects, are stored at the Center for 
Archival Collections. 
The class, "Oral History of BGSU," _ 
was a joint offering by the history and 
popular culture departments during 
the fall semester. It was led by Stuart 
Givens, history and University 
historian, and Michael T. Marsden, 
popular culture and assistant dean of 
the College of Arts and Sciences. 
The idea for the class developed 
during meetings over the past year of 
the 75th Anniversary Committee, on 
which both Ors. Givens and Marsden 
served. "We wanted to create an oral 
archive for the University," said Dr. 
Marsden, adding that oral histories 
are not a new concept. 
Because of limited funding, which 
provided money to purchase tape 
recorders and tapes for use by the 
students, the class was only offered 
in the fall. But both Ors. Givens and 
Marsden said they were pleased with 
the outcome. The class set the stage 
for a continuation of the collection 
process. 
The University and students 
benefited from the class. It provided 
the students with a different view of 
and appreciation for Bowling Green. 
"The University became much more 
human for them," said Dr. Marsden. 
"It is a place where people act out a 
higher education drama." 
"Oral history provides personal 
reflections and opinions that 
complement the facts and dates 
found in a history book," said 
Suzanne Young, a student in the 
class. 
Dr. Givens said it is important that 
the perceptions of those who 
participated in the history be 
recorded because they provide 
insights that documents do not. 
The class structure called for 
students to interview several subjects 
on their own. At other times, the 
Paul Yon and Dawn Glanz model 
Friends membership gifts. 
--.-
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Stuart Givens (I) and Michael Marsden (r) talk with Marian Moore during oral history class interview session. 
class joined their professors In 
interview sessions. At the end of the 
term, each student presented his or 
her interpretation of a particular year 
in the University's history. The 
students based their presentations on 
the interviews they conducted and 
research. They also took a written 
essay examination as part of class 
requirements. 
A variety of people were contacted 
about providing Interviews. Dr. Givens 
said about 90 percent of the people 
contacted cooperated. The subjects 
represent a broad range of 
association with the University, 
including residents of the City of 
Bowling Green. 
Some of those interviewed included 
former faculty members Iris Andrews, 
Charles Barrell, Lyle Fletcher, Heinlen 
Hall, Amy Torgerson and Ray Yeager, 
among others. Also interviewed were 
current employees, including Norma 
Stickler, academic affairs; Richard E. 
Powers, director, purchasing; Chuck 
L Codding, plant operations; Karl E. 
Vogt, vice president for operations, 
and Richard R. Eakin, vice president 
for planning and budgeting, as well 
as President Paul J. Olscamp. 
Interviews were also conducted 
with former president William T. 
Jerome Ill, former football coach Doyt 
Perry, former vice president for 
financial affairs Ervin Kreischer and 
former trustees Alva Bachman and 
Ashel Bryan, as well as Bowling 
Green's mayor, Bruce Bellard, and 
police chief, Galen Ash. 
"We did a shotgun method of 
collection," said Dr. Marsden. "Now, 
we need to focus." 
Dr. Givens said there may be a 
need to offer the course once every 
few years to gather additional and 
updated information. "We interviewed 
about 50 people and there are not 
that many more around to make a 
significant contribution in terms of 
information," he said, adding that 
there are a few people that need to 
be tracked down and interviewed. 
Instead, Ors. Marsden and Givens 
said they would like to see the 
process continued by the Center for 
Archival Collections. 
"We met a lot of interesting 
people," said Dr. Marsden. "It was a 
good experience. I learned a lot I 
didn't know about the University." 
For Dr. Givens, the class confirmed 
much of the information he already 
knew. Associated with Bowling Green 
for 34 of its 75 years, Dr. Givens is 
nearing completion on an updated 
history of the University. The book is 
intended to compliment the original 
history written by James Robert 
Overman. 
With the resident historian listening 
to their every word, students had to 
be careful how they presented their 
information. According to student 
James Nieman, however, the class 
didn't feel intimidated. 
"If we got to a point where we 
weren't sure of the information, we 
would ask and he would fill in the 
detail," he said. ''We didn't use him 
to dodge information, but as a 
learning tool. Dr. Givens isn't the type 
to catch you in a lie. He just 
corrected our mistakes." 
In addition to Young and Nieman, 
other students included Robbie First, 
Steven Heidlebaugh, Beth Hindy, 
Anelia Olvera, Amy Thomas and Pat 
Geller. 
Like the subjects interviewed, the 
students also have become part of 
the University's oral archive - their 
voices locked on tape, asking 
questions that will provide future 
students and historians insight into 
the life of the University. 
Campaign begins to boost Friends 
Friend: a person whom one knows 
well and is fond of, an ally, supporter 
or sympathizer. 
At the University libraries, friend 
translates into tables, lights, 
typewriters, floor directories, 
conservation equipment and even a 
snow blower. 
The Friends of the Libraries and 
Center for Archival Collections 
annually contribute several thousands 
of dollars to help1mprove the 
University library system. During the 
1984-85 academic year, $7,000 was 
donated for equipment and another 
$2,000 was spent on special events. 
The organization is an invaluable 
avenue of support, according· to Paul 
Yon, director of the Center for • 
Archival Collections (CAC) and acting 
assistant dean of libraries. 
For the first time in many years, -
the Friends are undeitaking a highly 
visible membership campaign. With 
100 current members, the 
organization wants to add 300 new 
members in the 1986 calendar year. 
"It's an ambitious goal," said Dawn 
Glanz, art and president of the 
Friends board. ''We're thinking big 
and plan to do the best we can." 
·- "We want to publlciz~what the 
libraries and center do for the 
community and Increase membership, 
particularly among faculty because 
they have a vested interest in the 
libraries." 
"In previous years we obtained 
members through word-of-mouth," 
said Yon. "It wasn't coordinated 
well." 
The cam-paign will include 
telephone solicitations, according to 
Janis Pallister, chair of the 
membership drive. ''We want to not 
only get Bowling Green involved, but 
other towns as well, including the 
Flrelands area," she said. ''There are 
a lot of people out there who read, 
but don't know about our programs 
and services and have never been 
asked to help. We think there are a 
great many people who would be 
happy to contribute." 
The Friends support the University 
libraries and CAC in areas where 
traditional funding through budgets 
cannot always help. Funds are 
(See Friends, Page 2) 
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Mott receives 
first Olscamp 
Research Award 
Michael Mott, English, has been 
awarded the 1985 Paul and Ruth 
Olscamp Research Award. 
The $1,000 award, the first major 
honor to recognize faculty research at 
the University, was presented to Mott 
Dec. 19 for his outstanding scholarly 
accomplishments during the past 
three years, including his widely 
acclaimed biography of Thomas 
Merton. 
The award was established by 
President Paul J. Olscamp and his 
wife, Ruth, who is cllnlcal coordinator 
in the communication disorders 
department, as part of their 
contribution to Bowling Green's 75th 
Anniversary Fund. 
"Bowling Green has major faculty 
awards for teaching and service, and 
Ruth and I felt there should be one 
for research, which is such a vital 
part of the University," Or. Olscarnp 
said. "We're very pleased that the 
first award has been given to a 
faculty member who epitomizes 
educational ideals." 
The research award will be given 
annually to a faculty member for 
outstanding scholarly or creative 
accomplishments during the previous 
three-year period. The recipient is 
selected at the recommendation of a 
special advisory committee. 
A member of the faculty since 
1980, Mott's research has received 
both national and regional acclaim. 
He won a 1979-80 Guggenheim 
Michael Mott, English, talks with Eloise Clark, vice president for 
academic affairs, and President Paul J. Olscamp after receiving research 
award. 
Fellowship and was honored with a 
Governor's Award in Arts from the 
State of Georgia. 
He is currently on leave from 
Bowling Green and is a writer-in-
residence at William and Mary 
College, Williamsburg, Va. 
He is the author of six collections 
of poetry, two novels, two children's 
novels and several essays and 
criticisms. His novels have gained 
favorable notice in major book 
reviews throughout the country. 
His most recent work, The Seven 
Mountains of Thomas Merton, which 
is a biography of the famed American 
Catholic priest, has brought the 
author a great deal of national 
attention, including a Pulitzer Prize 
nomination. The book also won a 
1985 Christopher Award, which 
recognizes works that affirm the 
highest values of the human spirit, 
and a 1985 Ohioana Book Award, 
given to Ohioans who have excelled 
in their contributions to the state's 
cultural background. 
Mott spent six years researching 
Merton's biography, which has been 
called the definitive study of the 
complex 20th century monk. who was 
himself the author of more than 40 
books. 
Mott has taught poetry, creative 
writing and literature at Bowling 
Green and has been a visiting 
professor at Kenyon College, SUNY 
Buffalo, Concordia College and 
Emory University. 
Research award 
deadline is Feb. 14 
The Paul and Ruth Olscamp 
Research Award is given 
annually to a member of the 
University faculty for 
outstanding scholarly or 
creative accomplishments 
during the previous three-year 
period. For purposes of this 
award, these accomplishments 
may be ~nderstood in terms of 
refereed presentations of 
scholarly papers or publications 
(books, monographs, articles, 
compositions, etc.); musical 
com positions, arrangements, 
concerts, recitals, dramatic or 
visual art works presented at 
national or International 
meetings or exhibitions; 
patentable or licensable 
discoveries or creations of 
major significance. 
Based upon the 
recommendation of a committee 
chaired by the associate vice 
president for research, the vice 
president for academic affairs 
will name the recipient of the 
award at the University's 
Opening Day ceremonies for the 
1986-87 academic year. The 
recipient will receive a cash 
award and certificate. 
Nominations are due in the 
Office of the Associate Vice 
President for Research by Feb. 
14, 1986. Nominations are 
welcome from all members of 
the University community, 
alumni and persons external to 
the University, and should be· 
accompanied by a brief 
paragraph outlining the 
nominee's accomplishments. 
Rowney: Summit changes status quo little Friends From Page 1 
donated for special projects, 
programs and needs, said Yon. The 
organization bases its contributions 
on proposals by the faculty and staff 
of the libraries and CAC and also 
from other University faculty looking 
for support for curricula. 
The recent summit meeting 
between President Ronald Reagan 
and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev 
has provided a change in attitudes 
between the people of the two 
superpowers. 
But from a political or military 
standpoint, the meeting of the 
leaders did little to change the status 
quo, according to Donald K. Rowney, 
history. 
Dr. Rowney has been watching 
U.S-Soviet relations for some time. He 
is first vice president of the 
International Committee on Soviet 
and East European Studies. Fluent in 
Russian, Dr. Rowney has visited the 
Soviet Union on many occasions, 
including serving as visiting research 
scientist at the USSR Academy of 
Sciences. He is a consultant on 
Russia for several federal agencies 
and for various regional corporations. 
Following the summit, Toledo area 
news organizations, including 
television and radio stations, 
contacted Dr. Rowney about his views 
of the historic meeting. ''The 
questions varied," he said. "Most 
were about the Russian standard of 
living, politics, Reagan and 
Gorbachev as leaders, and the 
implications of the summit for the 
arms race. 
"On the Soviet side, it is clear now 
that they are interpreting the summit 
in a more favorable light," said Dr. 
Rowney. 
Meeting in a summit meant a 
sacrifice in the ideals and rhetoric of 
Reagan. ''To single out Russia as our 
equal grates on a lot of political 
sensitivities," said Dr. Rowney. 
On the other hand, the Soviet Union 
welcomes the equal status, said Dr. 
Rowney. ''The summit was perhaps a 
bigger step for them than it was for 
us." 
Dr. Rowney said it is still too early 
to tell how long Gorbachev will 
Sources sought for "Resources" 
Donald K. Rowney's popularity with 
the news media during the 
Gorbachev-Reagan summit was 
prompted in part by his listing in 
RESOURCES, a booklet published by 
the Office of Public Relations. 
RESOURCES, which contains the 
names and areas of expertise of 
approximately 100 faculty and staff, 
is distributed to the news media, 
which often need local authorities to 
comment on breaking news events or 
for feature stories. 
Use of RESOURCES has been 
good. During the past semester, for 
example, faculty members, Jack 
Nachbar, Jack Santini and Ray 
Browne, all in popular culture; Ray 
Tucker, interpersonal 
communications; John Cavanaugh, 
psychology; Stuart Givens, history; 
Sally Kilmer, education; Les 
Chamberlin, education; Jerry 
Richardson, placement, and Gary 
Hess, history, were among ·those 
listed In RESOURCES and contacted 
by the news media 
While RESOURCES has met with 
favor, the publication is not as 
effective as It could be; says Clifton 
Boutelle, public relations. "less than 
one-seventh of the faculty Is Included 
in RESOUliCES. We would like to 
have more than half the faculty 
listed." 
Boutelle noted that the Office of 
Public Relations receives numerous 
requests for faculty experts willing to 
talk to reporters. Not only must 
faculty members be willing to talk but 
also must make the time available to 
meer wmi reporters who often work 
on tight deadlines. "Reporters need 
to speak immediately with their 
faculty sources and generally faculty 
members have been most 
accommodating. That's one reason 
why Bowling Green enjoys a good 
relationship with most of the media," 
Boutelle says. 
The public relations benefits of 
having faculty experts available are 
great, says Boutelle. "If reporters 
know they can obtain all the 
information they need for a particular 
story, the greater the likelihood they 
will continue to use campus sources 
in future news stories. Continued 
exposure in the media enhances both 
the University and the faculty, which 
is one of the strongest areas Bowling 
Green has to offer." 
An updated RESOURCES Is 
distributed each fall. Work on the 
next edition will begin this spring and 
faculty are encouraged to have their · 
names listed. 
• 
survive as the Soviet leader and how 
well he will do in the job. The Russian 
leader has been consoldiating his 
power since taking office and the 
summit was an important move to 
improve his standing in the eyes of 
other Soviet officials. 
Dr. Rowney said the timing of the 
summit for Gorbachev was "crucial 
because it demonstrated in the most 
forceful manner to his domestic 
audience that he was in charge." 
The history professor said 
Gorbachev's populist style is 
necessary for him to develop a base 
of support, different from previous 
leaders who gained their power from 
within the Kremlin hierarchy. 
Dr. Rowney said that had the 
summit been a grand failure, 
Gorbachev's support could easily 
have crumbled. "He showed he was 
willing to accept the risk and It 
turned out to be a great political 
success for him," Dr. Rowney said. 
Despite the meeting of the two 
leaders, Dr. Rowney said there is a 
long way to go before detente is 
firmly entreoched. 
"It's a competition that will 
continue for as far as I can foresee," 
he said of the two countries. ''The 
question is will the competition 
continue to be acrimonious and 
vindictive like it was from 1981 to 
1984 or will the competition be 
intense but with an element of 
respect." 
He said relations between the 
United States and Soviet Union can 
improve if efforts are controlled and 
productive. "Success or failure is a 
matter of life and death of millions if 
not billions of peoRle," said Dr. 
Rowney. 
''The next five years or so will 
continue to be interesting and 
exciting. In Russia, there has begun 
one of the major shifts in the 
structure, politically, economically 
and industrially, since the revolution 
in 1917." 
For Dr. Rowney, the Kremlin will be 
worth watching. 
For Sale 
The Word Processing Center of the 
College of Business Administration 
has for sale to University departments 
and offices a 3M Thermofax machine. 
For more information call 37~. 
"The Friends support the needs of 
faculty and students in developing 
curriculum and research materials," 
said Kathryn Thiede, administrative 
assistant in the dean's office. 
The organization also funds 
receptions for speakers appearing on 
campus, holds an annual reception 
for University authors and composers, 
and sponsors a spring banquet that 
brings a nationally-recognized author, 
historian or speaker to the University. 
The Friends, begun about 10 years 
ago at the University, Is part of a 
chain of similar but unconnected 
organizations that support local and 
academic libraries across the 
country, according to Thiede. At one 
time, separate Friends' groups 
existed for the libraries and CAC. The 
two groups merged about five years 
ago. 
Thiede said the membership 
campaign begins this month and 
should be completed by the end of 
March 1986, even though It was 
officially kicked off in November 1985 
with the annual Authors' Reception. 
There are various levels of 
contributions, including patron 
($1,000), benefactor ($500), sponsor 
($250), associate ($100), donor ($50), 
friend ($20) and student ($5). With his 
or her contribution a donor receives a 
Friends coffee mug; benefactors, 
sponsors and associates receive a· 
mug, bookbag or cooking apron, a 
bookplate in their name placed in a 
new library acquisition and two 
tickets to the spring banquet. A 
patron receives the same gifts and 
has his or her name engraved on the 
Friends Honor Roll plaque. 
The Friends' plans for support in 
1986 include establishing a telephone 
book renewal Hot Line, expanding 
computer and data base searching, 
preserving and expanding the music 
and popular culture collections and 
expanding the manual card catalog 
into a computerized on-line catalog. 
''When people are contacted, we 
hope they give careful consideration 
-to joining or renewing their 
membership to the Friends," Yon 
concfuded. 
Faculty /Staff 
Grants 
P.ter Hutehlnson. College of Business 
Administration, $37,000 from The Cleveland 
Foundation, to assist with the implementation of 
a faculty development program in the use of the 
personal computer as a pedagogical toot 
Char1ff II. Onuch. geology, $39,375 from the 
National Science Foundation, to determine the 
distribution of strain in Ordocician through 
Devonian strata that are folded into an 
asymmetric synclinorium in the Great Valley 
province of northwest Virginia. 
Edward Fiscus. special education. $62.000 
from the federal Department of Education, to 
offer pre-service training to prepare students 
wondng with the severely handicapped. 
Richard Wilson and Unda Mandlebaum. 
special education, $A6.8n from the federal 
Department of Education, to help support the 
Clinic tor Education Diagnosis and Remediation. 
Douglu C. Necbra, chemistry, $16,500 from 
the National Science Foundation, to support 
continued research dealing with the singlet 
oxygen sensitizer. rose bengal. 
Faculty/Staff 
Presentations 
Ray Laaltanleml, School of Mass 
Communication, presented a paper entitled 
''Analysis of Writing Coach Programs at 
American Daily Newspapers" to the research 
division of the Newspaper section at the annual 
convention of the Association for Education in 
Journalism and Mass Communication, in 
Memphis, Tenn., August 1985. 
Frank McKenna, political science. gave a 
presentation entitled "Improving Cable 
Television Se;vice In Small Communities" at the 
34th Annual Ohio Municipal League Conference, 
in Columbus. September 1985. 
Arthur Nul, H.T. Groat and Jeny Wicks, 
sociology, presented "Plans for Sterilization 
Among Married Couples" at the 80th Annual 
Meeting of The American Sociological 
Association, Washington, D.C .• August 1985. 
SAC memberships 
go on sale 
Memberships to the Student 
Recreation Center for the spring 
semester are now on sale. 
Memberships will be valid through 
May 18. LIFT tickets are valid Jan. 13 
through May 9. 
Fees include: Faculty, staff, alumni, 
President's Club - $42; Spouse of 
member - $21; Child of membf": to 
age 18 (family plan hours only, with 
identification) - Free; LIFT (limited 
access) - $21; and Spouse LIFT -
$10.50. 
SAC office hours for Jan. 13-17, 
20-24 and 27-31 will be 8 am.-7 p.m. 
On Feb. 3, regular office hours will 
resume: Monday-Friday, 8 am.-5 p.m. 
Hours for the SRC for Jan. 13-May 
2 will be: 
• Center - Monday-Thursday, 7 
am.-midnight; Friday, 7 a.m.-10 p.m.; 
Saturday, 9 am.-10 p.m.; Sunday, 9 
am.-midnight. 
• Cooper Pool - Monday-Thursday, 
7 a.m.-2 p.m., 5-10 p.m.; Friday, 7 
am.-2 p.m., 5-9 p.m.; Saturday, 9 
a.m.-9 p.m.; Sunday, noon-10 p.m. 
• Andrews Pool - Monday-Sunday, 
1-8 p.m. 
• Family Plan - (Age 7-17) 
Monday-Thursday, 4-8 p.m.; Friday, 
4-10 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m.-10 p.m.; 
Sunday, 9 am.-midnight; (Under 7, 
Andrews Pool only) Monday-Friday, 
4-8 p.m.; Saturday-Sunday, 1-8 p.m. 
• LIFT Plan - Monday-Friday, 7.9 
am., 11:30 am.-1 p.m.; Saturday, 9 
a.m.-6 p.m. ($3 anytime), 6-10 p.m. 
(family night); Sunday, $3 anytime. 
· • Break Hours, effective March 
22-30 - Center, noon-9 p.m.; Cooper 
Pool, noon-2 p.m., 5-8 p.m.; Andrews 
Pool, 1-8 p.m.; LIFT, $3 anytime; 
Family Plan, noon-9 p.m. (age 7-17), 
1-8 p.m. (under 7, Andrews Pool only). 
For further information call 
372-2711 odor court reservations call 
372-2000. 
Grant applications due 
Faculty members who wish to 
apply for Faculty Development Grants 
in amounts in excess of $250 are 
reminded that the deadline for 
applications is Monday, Feb. 3. 
Guidelines are available from 
department secretaries or from the 
office of the vice president for 
&cademic affairs. 
Vakula S. Srtnlwaun and John Anh. 
chemistry, $18,000 from the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, to 
pursue research in the investigation of 
interrupter technique as an evaluation procedure 
for oxygen cathodes. 
Ulwrence Friedman, history, $19,800 from The 
Menninger Foundation, to provide funding for a 
comprehensive study of the Menninger Clinic-
Foundation from its formation at the close of 
World War I through the transfer of power from 
the founding generation In the mid·1960s. 
Unda Fldlar and Wiiiiam Schurk. library, 
$100,000 from the National Endowment for the 
Humanities, to increase the accessibility to the 
library's sound recording archive. 
Patricia RMcl, educatiotKurriculum and 
instruction, $48.600 from the federal Department 
of Education, to promote continuing 
improvement in the preparation of regular 
secondary teachers, administrators and 
supervisors. 
Donald Kausdt, psychology, $4,000 from the 
Wood County Mental Health Center, to fund the 
training of-one graduate student with the 
WCMHC Program. 
Adella II. Peters. educational foundations and 
inquiry and director of the center for 
environmental programs, delivered a paper 
based on her research in the People's Republic 
of China, entitled "Pandas, Rats and Nukes" at 
the North American Association for 
Environmental Education annual conference, in 
Washington, D.C., Sept. 26-0ct. 2. 1985. 
Justine Magalg, center for environmental • 
programs, presented a paper on "Peru's 
Environmental Dilemma" at the North American 
Association for Environmental Education annual 
conference. in Washington, D.C .• Sept. 26-0ct. 2. 
1985. 
Richard James and Vincent Corrigan. music 
history. Ann Corrigan, creative arts, and Gloria 
Pfelf, College of Education, performed in concert 
at the Toledo Museum of Art, October 1985. 
Bernard Stemsher, history. presented the 
paper "The Scioto MarSh Onion Workers' Strike: 
Hardin County, Ohio, 1934·· at the New York 
University Social History Symposium, in New 
York City. October 1985. 
Erle Jones and Jamea Krouse, special 
education, presented "Verbal Math Problem-
Solving: What the Research Tells Us" at the 
International Conference on Leaming 
Disabilities, in New Orleans, October 1985. 
Melinda Reardon. special education, 
facilitated a workshop on the role of vocational 
education in five state programs which serve 
special needs populations at the Ohio 
Vocational Association Convention, in Dayton, 
October 1985. 
M1r1lyn Shrude, music theory/composition, 
performed two original compositions and twc 
other works at the Women's Musical Festival 
"85, in Boston, October 1985. · 
Wllllam Miii•, interim dean of libraries, 
presented the paper "A Candid Look at 
Managing Reference Services" at a meeting of 
the Metropolitan Washington Library Council, in 
Washington, D.C~ November 1985. 
William Mln.r, Interim dean of libraries, 
participated In a panel discussion on "Emerging 
Competency Needs for Librarians" and 
presented the paper "Fixing Wbat's Wrong With 
-Reference" at the Annual Conference of the 
Michigan Libraiy Association. In Kalamazoo, 
Mich., October 1985. 
Robert A. Holmes, legal studies. presented a 
seminar entitled "Purchasing Law," sponsored 
by the National Association of PUfchasing 
Managers, in Oradel, N.J~ August 1985. 
Donald Kausch, psychology, $2,860 from the 
WOO<J County Human Services. Inc .. to fund the 
training of one psychology graduate assistant 
who will be working with the LINK. 
Donald Kausch, psychOlogy, $12,600 from the 
Children's Resource Center, to support three 
psychology graduate assistants 10 intern at the 
center !his year. 
Donald Kausch, psychology, $4,500 from the 
Ide Community Health Center, to fund one 
trainee to serve at the center. 
Christopher Dunn. research services. $6,659.21 
from Personnel Designs, Inc .. to pay f0< the 
services of a psychology teaching fellow to 
collect, analyze and interpret company data. 
Barry Plerlol. College of Technology, S2.0BO 
from the Tennessee Valley Authority, to 
strengthen and enrich the academic training of 
students in upper grade levels through field 
experience in specialized areas of professional 
training and Jnterdlsclplinary approaches 
involving outdoor, recreation, education and 
management of natural resources. 
Chan K. Hahn. management, $800 from Small 
Business Administration, to provide 
Robert A. Holmes. legal studies. presented a 
seminar entitled "Advanced Purchasing Law" 
sponsored by the National Association of 
Purchasing Managers, in Oradel, N.J .. September 
1985. 
Wallace DePue. music theory/compostilon, 
performed for the Masonic Grand Masters 
Banquet at the Columbus Convention Center, in 
Columbus, October 1985. · 
H. Kenneth Hlbbeln, political science, 
presented a paper entitled "The Politics of 
Public Sector Uability" at the annual conference 
of Region 6 of the American Society for Public 
Administration, in Flint. Mich., October 1985. 
OaYid c. Skaggs, history, presented _the paper 
"Alastair Buchan and the Founding of the 
Institute for Strategic Studies" at the Mid-
American Conference of History at Oklahoma 
State University, in Stillwater, Okla. September 
1985. 
DaYid C. Skaggs. history, presented the paper 
"Lillie Round Top Revisited'" at the Cleveland 
Civil War Roundtable. in Shaker Heights, 
October 1985. 
Tim Kinch, English, presented a paper entitled 
"Community as Canvas: Sherwood Anderson and 
Clyde, Ohio" al the annual meeting of the 
American Folklore Society, in Cincinnati. 
Adrian R. Tio, art, had a drawing entitled .. El 
Salvador: Unholy Terror" on display in the 
national juried exhibition "Day of the Dead" at 
the Cameron University Ar1 Gallery, in Lawton, 
Okla 
Douglas D. Daye, philosophy and international 
programs, presented the paper "'Habermassian 
Rationality in the Cross-Cultural Contexts" at 
Queensland University, Brisbane. Australia, 
August 1985. 
Tauneo Akaha, political science, presented a 
paper entitled "Japan and the Law of the Sea" 
at the annual conference of the American 
Political Science Association, in New Orleans, 
Aug. 28-Sept. 1, 1985. 
Richard J. Wright. director, Institute for Great 
Lakes Research, gave a lecture entitled 
"Steamboats to the Islands" at the Center for 
lake Erie Area Research at Stone Laboratory, 
Gibraltar Island, August 1985. 
llercedea F1ys-Eufy, romance languages. 
presented a paper entitled "Nueva York en la 
poesia de Federico Garcia Lorca" at the 
International Conference of Teachers of SpaniSh 
and Portuguese, in Mexico. 
Education publishes history book 
An illustrated history of the College 
of Education and Allied Professions 
featuring more than 100 photographs 
of faculty, students and campus 
buildings has been published. 
The book, entitled The College of 
Education at BGSU: A 75-Year 
History, is being offered to anyone 
contributing $25 or more to the 
college or its scholarship fund. 
The history project was initiated 
more than a year ago by the college's 
75th Anniversary Committee. The 
book was re5earched and written by 
Susan M. Willis, a doctoral student. 
Marilyn M. Braatz, public relations 
specialist for the college, edited the 
book and searched for appropriate. 
photographs. 
"One of the first things we did was 
write to a number of pre-1940 
graduates requesting photos, print 
memorabilia and their personal 
recollections about academic and 
student life during their years at 
Bowling Green," Braatz said. 
· More than 30 alumni provided 
material that helped Willis and Braatz 
in assembling the book. 
"We both spent a great deal of 
time in the University Archives, where 
we found some personal photo 
collections of former students, and in 
the photo libraries of the Office of 
Public Relations and the college 
yearbook," said Braatz. "Our book 
has a nice mix of personal and 
official illustrations." 
In keeping with the 75th 
anniversary of the University and the 
college, the book was limited to 75 
pages and only 750 copes will be 
published. 
The book traces the history of the 
college from its beginning in 1910 as 
Bowling Green Normal College to 
1985 when its name was changed to 
the College of Education and Allied 
Professions. It is the first history of 
the college. 
Proceeds generated by the book 
have been earmarked for the college 
foundation and scholarship funds . 
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management counseling and technical 
assistance to t ... o local small businesses. 
Pietro Badia, psychology, $17.4'0 from St. 
Vincent Medical Center, to support two 
advanced graduate students in performing 
applied clinical research and to receive training. 
Marilyn Shrude. College of Musical Arts. $200 
trom the Ohio Arts Council, for the presentation 
of The Percussion Group-Cincinnati at the 
annual Ne* Music Festival. 
Duane Tucker. WBGlJ.TV, $351,198 from the 
Corporation f0< Public Broadcasting, to support 
salaries, advertising, program purchases and 
PBS dues for WBGlJ.TV. 
Don Bright. business education. $1,005.13 
from the Ohio Department of Education, to 
supplement a wor1<shop designed to provide 
information to enable wocatlonal teachers. 
counselors and administrators to dsv9lop a 
practical plan of action In regard to recruiting 
and retaining students. 
Bien Frankel Paul, social philosophy and 
policy center and political science. participated 
in a debate "Is There a Right to Food" at the 
World Hunger and Law Conference, al the law 
school of the State University of New York, 
Buffalo. October 1985. 
Boise J. McKltrlc, home economics and Faith 
Jackson, communication disorders, presented a 
research paper entitled .. Information Sources as 
an Influence on Househo'd Practices of Swazi 
Families" at the Third Bienneal World Congress 
on Communication and Development, in Dakar. 
Senegal. in July. 
Bernard Sternsher. history. served as a 
panelist f0< the Interdisciplinary Conference on 
Studying Federal Social Policy in Twentieth 
Century United States. at the Center for the 
Study of Contemporary Society, University of 
Notre Dame, October 1985. 
Jeff Gordon. geography, presented the paper 
.. Acculturation and Integration in the Aztec 
Culture Region" at the annual meeting of the 
Association of American Geographers, in Detroit, 
in April, 1985. He also chaired a session about 
the"Geographic Education I: Computer Use. 
Simulation. and Theory." 
Charles L Clow, EngliSh, presented the paper 
"The lssei Father in the Fiction of Hisaye 
Yamamoto" at the South Atlantic Modern 
Language Association. in Allan!~ October 1985. 
Vincent Corrigan, music theory/history, spoke 
about and performed works by Domenico 
Scarlatti at the Northwest Ohio Music Teachers 
Association Conference. in Bowling Green 
November 1985. 
Wellece DePue, music theory/composition. 
performed f0< the 13th anniversary celebration of 
radio station WCVO, in Columbus, October 1985. 
Mohalnllllld B. Dadfar. computer science, 
presented "The Effects of the Secondary 
Resonances on the Forced Motion of a Simple 
Pendulum" at the Siam Fall Meeting, in Tempe, 
Ariz_, October 1985. 
Hansen to chair 
theater department 
Robert C. Hansen has been named 
the first chair of the department of 
theater. 
The department, formerly the 
theater program, was created during 
reorganizational changes last year. 
Dr. Hansen, who has been on the 
faculty since 1977, directed the 
theater program. 
The department has 12 faculty and 
staff and more than 30 theater 
majors. Or. Hansen said that theater 
majors traditionally pursue jobs in 
radio, television and theater 
education. 
During the course of an academic 
year, faculty and students in the 
theater department produce about 12 
plays. The department also sponsors 
the Treehouse Troupe, which 
performs two plays each spring 
during a tour of northwest Ohio 
elementary schools. 
Dr. Hansen also has directed since 
1980 the University-sponsored Huron 
Playhouse, which produces six plays 
each summer. 
Dr. Hansen specializes in theater 
design and technical work. 
A native of Minnesota, Dr. Hansen 
was awarded his bachelor's degree 
from the University of Minnesota-
Morris and his master's degree from 
Florida State University. He earned 
his doctorate at the University of 
Minnesota In 1977. • 
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Mott receives 
first Olscamp 
Research Award 
Michael Mott, English, has been 
awarded the 1985 Paul and Ruth 
Olscamp Research Award. 
The $1,000 award, the first major 
honor to recognize faculty research at 
the University, was presented to Mott 
Dec. 19 for his outstanding scholarly 
accomplishments during the past 
three years, including his widely 
acclaimed biography of Thomas 
Merton. 
The award was established by 
President Paul J. Olscamp and his 
wife, Ruth, who is cllnlcal coordinator 
in the communication disorders 
department, as part of their 
contribution to Bowling Green's 75th 
Anniversary Fund. 
"Bowling Green has major faculty 
awards for teaching and service, and 
Ruth and I felt there should be one 
for research, which is such a vital 
part of the University," Or. Olscarnp 
said. "We're very pleased that the 
first award has been given to a 
faculty member who epitomizes 
educational ideals." 
The research award will be given 
annually to a faculty member for 
outstanding scholarly or creative 
accomplishments during the previous 
three-year period. The recipient is 
selected at the recommendation of a 
special advisory committee. 
A member of the faculty since 
1980, Mott's research has received 
both national and regional acclaim. 
He won a 1979-80 Guggenheim 
Michael Mott, English, talks with Eloise Clark, vice president for 
academic affairs, and President Paul J. Olscamp after receiving research 
award. 
Fellowship and was honored with a 
Governor's Award in Arts from the 
State of Georgia. 
He is currently on leave from 
Bowling Green and is a writer-in-
residence at William and Mary 
College, Williamsburg, Va. 
He is the author of six collections 
of poetry, two novels, two children's 
novels and several essays and 
criticisms. His novels have gained 
favorable notice in major book 
reviews throughout the country. 
His most recent work, The Seven 
Mountains of Thomas Merton, which 
is a biography of the famed American 
Catholic priest, has brought the 
author a great deal of national 
attention, including a Pulitzer Prize 
nomination. The book also won a 
1985 Christopher Award, which 
recognizes works that affirm the 
highest values of the human spirit, 
and a 1985 Ohioana Book Award, 
given to Ohioans who have excelled 
in their contributions to the state's 
cultural background. 
Mott spent six years researching 
Merton's biography, which has been 
called the definitive study of the 
complex 20th century monk. who was 
himself the author of more than 40 
books. 
Mott has taught poetry, creative 
writing and literature at Bowling 
Green and has been a visiting 
professor at Kenyon College, SUNY 
Buffalo, Concordia College and 
Emory University. 
Research award 
deadline is Feb. 14 
The Paul and Ruth Olscamp 
Research Award is given 
annually to a member of the 
University faculty for 
outstanding scholarly or 
creative accomplishments 
during the previous three-year 
period. For purposes of this 
award, these accomplishments 
may be ~nderstood in terms of 
refereed presentations of 
scholarly papers or publications 
(books, monographs, articles, 
compositions, etc.); musical 
com positions, arrangements, 
concerts, recitals, dramatic or 
visual art works presented at 
national or International 
meetings or exhibitions; 
patentable or licensable 
discoveries or creations of 
major significance. 
Based upon the 
recommendation of a committee 
chaired by the associate vice 
president for research, the vice 
president for academic affairs 
will name the recipient of the 
award at the University's 
Opening Day ceremonies for the 
1986-87 academic year. The 
recipient will receive a cash 
award and certificate. 
Nominations are due in the 
Office of the Associate Vice 
President for Research by Feb. 
14, 1986. Nominations are 
welcome from all members of 
the University community, 
alumni and persons external to 
the University, and should be· 
accompanied by a brief 
paragraph outlining the 
nominee's accomplishments. 
Rowney: Summit changes status quo little Friends From Page 1 
donated for special projects, 
programs and needs, said Yon. The 
organization bases its contributions 
on proposals by the faculty and staff 
of the libraries and CAC and also 
from other University faculty looking 
for support for curricula. 
The recent summit meeting 
between President Ronald Reagan 
and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev 
has provided a change in attitudes 
between the people of the two 
superpowers. 
But from a political or military 
standpoint, the meeting of the 
leaders did little to change the status 
quo, according to Donald K. Rowney, 
history. 
Dr. Rowney has been watching 
U.S-Soviet relations for some time. He 
is first vice president of the 
International Committee on Soviet 
and East European Studies. Fluent in 
Russian, Dr. Rowney has visited the 
Soviet Union on many occasions, 
including serving as visiting research 
scientist at the USSR Academy of 
Sciences. He is a consultant on 
Russia for several federal agencies 
and for various regional corporations. 
Following the summit, Toledo area 
news organizations, including 
television and radio stations, 
contacted Dr. Rowney about his views 
of the historic meeting. ''The 
questions varied," he said. "Most 
were about the Russian standard of 
living, politics, Reagan and 
Gorbachev as leaders, and the 
implications of the summit for the 
arms race. 
"On the Soviet side, it is clear now 
that they are interpreting the summit 
in a more favorable light," said Dr. 
Rowney. 
Meeting in a summit meant a 
sacrifice in the ideals and rhetoric of 
Reagan. ''To single out Russia as our 
equal grates on a lot of political 
sensitivities," said Dr. Rowney. 
On the other hand, the Soviet Union 
welcomes the equal status, said Dr. 
Rowney. ''The summit was perhaps a 
bigger step for them than it was for 
us." 
Dr. Rowney said it is still too early 
to tell how long Gorbachev will 
Sources sought for "Resources" 
Donald K. Rowney's popularity with 
the news media during the 
Gorbachev-Reagan summit was 
prompted in part by his listing in 
RESOURCES, a booklet published by 
the Office of Public Relations. 
RESOURCES, which contains the 
names and areas of expertise of 
approximately 100 faculty and staff, 
is distributed to the news media, 
which often need local authorities to 
comment on breaking news events or 
for feature stories. 
Use of RESOURCES has been 
good. During the past semester, for 
example, faculty members, Jack 
Nachbar, Jack Santini and Ray 
Browne, all in popular culture; Ray 
Tucker, interpersonal 
communications; John Cavanaugh, 
psychology; Stuart Givens, history; 
Sally Kilmer, education; Les 
Chamberlin, education; Jerry 
Richardson, placement, and Gary 
Hess, history, were among ·those 
listed In RESOURCES and contacted 
by the news media 
While RESOURCES has met with 
favor, the publication is not as 
effective as It could be; says Clifton 
Boutelle, public relations. "less than 
one-seventh of the faculty Is Included 
in RESOUliCES. We would like to 
have more than half the faculty 
listed." 
Boutelle noted that the Office of 
Public Relations receives numerous 
requests for faculty experts willing to 
talk to reporters. Not only must 
faculty members be willing to talk but 
also must make the time available to 
meer wmi reporters who often work 
on tight deadlines. "Reporters need 
to speak immediately with their 
faculty sources and generally faculty 
members have been most 
accommodating. That's one reason 
why Bowling Green enjoys a good 
relationship with most of the media," 
Boutelle says. 
The public relations benefits of 
having faculty experts available are 
great, says Boutelle. "If reporters 
know they can obtain all the 
information they need for a particular 
story, the greater the likelihood they 
will continue to use campus sources 
in future news stories. Continued 
exposure in the media enhances both 
the University and the faculty, which 
is one of the strongest areas Bowling 
Green has to offer." 
An updated RESOURCES Is 
distributed each fall. Work on the 
next edition will begin this spring and 
faculty are encouraged to have their · 
names listed. 
• 
survive as the Soviet leader and how 
well he will do in the job. The Russian 
leader has been consoldiating his 
power since taking office and the 
summit was an important move to 
improve his standing in the eyes of 
other Soviet officials. 
Dr. Rowney said the timing of the 
summit for Gorbachev was "crucial 
because it demonstrated in the most 
forceful manner to his domestic 
audience that he was in charge." 
The history professor said 
Gorbachev's populist style is 
necessary for him to develop a base 
of support, different from previous 
leaders who gained their power from 
within the Kremlin hierarchy. 
Dr. Rowney said that had the 
summit been a grand failure, 
Gorbachev's support could easily 
have crumbled. "He showed he was 
willing to accept the risk and It 
turned out to be a great political 
success for him," Dr. Rowney said. 
Despite the meeting of the two 
leaders, Dr. Rowney said there is a 
long way to go before detente is 
firmly entreoched. 
"It's a competition that will 
continue for as far as I can foresee," 
he said of the two countries. ''The 
question is will the competition 
continue to be acrimonious and 
vindictive like it was from 1981 to 
1984 or will the competition be 
intense but with an element of 
respect." 
He said relations between the 
United States and Soviet Union can 
improve if efforts are controlled and 
productive. "Success or failure is a 
matter of life and death of millions if 
not billions of peoRle," said Dr. 
Rowney. 
''The next five years or so will 
continue to be interesting and 
exciting. In Russia, there has begun 
one of the major shifts in the 
structure, politically, economically 
and industrially, since the revolution 
in 1917." 
For Dr. Rowney, the Kremlin will be 
worth watching. 
For Sale 
The Word Processing Center of the 
College of Business Administration 
has for sale to University departments 
and offices a 3M Thermofax machine. 
For more information call 37~. 
"The Friends support the needs of 
faculty and students in developing 
curriculum and research materials," 
said Kathryn Thiede, administrative 
assistant in the dean's office. 
The organization also funds 
receptions for speakers appearing on 
campus, holds an annual reception 
for University authors and composers, 
and sponsors a spring banquet that 
brings a nationally-recognized author, 
historian or speaker to the University. 
The Friends, begun about 10 years 
ago at the University, Is part of a 
chain of similar but unconnected 
organizations that support local and 
academic libraries across the 
country, according to Thiede. At one 
time, separate Friends' groups 
existed for the libraries and CAC. The 
two groups merged about five years 
ago. 
Thiede said the membership 
campaign begins this month and 
should be completed by the end of 
March 1986, even though It was 
officially kicked off in November 1985 
with the annual Authors' Reception. 
There are various levels of 
contributions, including patron 
($1,000), benefactor ($500), sponsor 
($250), associate ($100), donor ($50), 
friend ($20) and student ($5). With his 
or her contribution a donor receives a 
Friends coffee mug; benefactors, 
sponsors and associates receive a· 
mug, bookbag or cooking apron, a 
bookplate in their name placed in a 
new library acquisition and two 
tickets to the spring banquet. A 
patron receives the same gifts and 
has his or her name engraved on the 
Friends Honor Roll plaque. 
The Friends' plans for support in 
1986 include establishing a telephone 
book renewal Hot Line, expanding 
computer and data base searching, 
preserving and expanding the music 
and popular culture collections and 
expanding the manual card catalog 
into a computerized on-line catalog. 
''When people are contacted, we 
hope they give careful consideration 
-to joining or renewing their 
membership to the Friends," Yon 
concfuded. 
Faculty /Staff 
Grants 
P.ter Hutehlnson. College of Business 
Administration, $37,000 from The Cleveland 
Foundation, to assist with the implementation of 
a faculty development program in the use of the 
personal computer as a pedagogical toot 
Char1ff II. Onuch. geology, $39,375 from the 
National Science Foundation, to determine the 
distribution of strain in Ordocician through 
Devonian strata that are folded into an 
asymmetric synclinorium in the Great Valley 
province of northwest Virginia. 
Edward Fiscus. special education. $62.000 
from the federal Department of Education, to 
offer pre-service training to prepare students 
wondng with the severely handicapped. 
Richard Wilson and Unda Mandlebaum. 
special education, $A6.8n from the federal 
Department of Education, to help support the 
Clinic tor Education Diagnosis and Remediation. 
Douglu C. Necbra, chemistry, $16,500 from 
the National Science Foundation, to support 
continued research dealing with the singlet 
oxygen sensitizer. rose bengal. 
Faculty/Staff 
Presentations 
Ray Laaltanleml, School of Mass 
Communication, presented a paper entitled 
''Analysis of Writing Coach Programs at 
American Daily Newspapers" to the research 
division of the Newspaper section at the annual 
convention of the Association for Education in 
Journalism and Mass Communication, in 
Memphis, Tenn., August 1985. 
Frank McKenna, political science. gave a 
presentation entitled "Improving Cable 
Television Se;vice In Small Communities" at the 
34th Annual Ohio Municipal League Conference, 
in Columbus. September 1985. 
Arthur Nul, H.T. Groat and Jeny Wicks, 
sociology, presented "Plans for Sterilization 
Among Married Couples" at the 80th Annual 
Meeting of The American Sociological 
Association, Washington, D.C .• August 1985. 
SAC memberships 
go on sale 
Memberships to the Student 
Recreation Center for the spring 
semester are now on sale. 
Memberships will be valid through 
May 18. LIFT tickets are valid Jan. 13 
through May 9. 
Fees include: Faculty, staff, alumni, 
President's Club - $42; Spouse of 
member - $21; Child of membf": to 
age 18 (family plan hours only, with 
identification) - Free; LIFT (limited 
access) - $21; and Spouse LIFT -
$10.50. 
SAC office hours for Jan. 13-17, 
20-24 and 27-31 will be 8 am.-7 p.m. 
On Feb. 3, regular office hours will 
resume: Monday-Friday, 8 am.-5 p.m. 
Hours for the SRC for Jan. 13-May 
2 will be: 
• Center - Monday-Thursday, 7 
am.-midnight; Friday, 7 a.m.-10 p.m.; 
Saturday, 9 am.-10 p.m.; Sunday, 9 
am.-midnight. 
• Cooper Pool - Monday-Thursday, 
7 a.m.-2 p.m., 5-10 p.m.; Friday, 7 
am.-2 p.m., 5-9 p.m.; Saturday, 9 
a.m.-9 p.m.; Sunday, noon-10 p.m. 
• Andrews Pool - Monday-Sunday, 
1-8 p.m. 
• Family Plan - (Age 7-17) 
Monday-Thursday, 4-8 p.m.; Friday, 
4-10 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m.-10 p.m.; 
Sunday, 9 am.-midnight; (Under 7, 
Andrews Pool only) Monday-Friday, 
4-8 p.m.; Saturday-Sunday, 1-8 p.m. 
• LIFT Plan - Monday-Friday, 7.9 
am., 11:30 am.-1 p.m.; Saturday, 9 
a.m.-6 p.m. ($3 anytime), 6-10 p.m. 
(family night); Sunday, $3 anytime. 
· • Break Hours, effective March 
22-30 - Center, noon-9 p.m.; Cooper 
Pool, noon-2 p.m., 5-8 p.m.; Andrews 
Pool, 1-8 p.m.; LIFT, $3 anytime; 
Family Plan, noon-9 p.m. (age 7-17), 
1-8 p.m. (under 7, Andrews Pool only). 
For further information call 
372-2711 odor court reservations call 
372-2000. 
Grant applications due 
Faculty members who wish to 
apply for Faculty Development Grants 
in amounts in excess of $250 are 
reminded that the deadline for 
applications is Monday, Feb. 3. 
Guidelines are available from 
department secretaries or from the 
office of the vice president for 
&cademic affairs. 
Vakula S. Srtnlwaun and John Anh. 
chemistry, $18,000 from the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, to 
pursue research in the investigation of 
interrupter technique as an evaluation procedure 
for oxygen cathodes. 
Ulwrence Friedman, history, $19,800 from The 
Menninger Foundation, to provide funding for a 
comprehensive study of the Menninger Clinic-
Foundation from its formation at the close of 
World War I through the transfer of power from 
the founding generation In the mid·1960s. 
Unda Fldlar and Wiiiiam Schurk. library, 
$100,000 from the National Endowment for the 
Humanities, to increase the accessibility to the 
library's sound recording archive. 
Patricia RMcl, educatiotKurriculum and 
instruction, $48.600 from the federal Department 
of Education, to promote continuing 
improvement in the preparation of regular 
secondary teachers, administrators and 
supervisors. 
Donald Kausdt, psychology, $4,000 from the 
Wood County Mental Health Center, to fund the 
training of-one graduate student with the 
WCMHC Program. 
Adella II. Peters. educational foundations and 
inquiry and director of the center for 
environmental programs, delivered a paper 
based on her research in the People's Republic 
of China, entitled "Pandas, Rats and Nukes" at 
the North American Association for 
Environmental Education annual conference, in 
Washington, D.C., Sept. 26-0ct. 2. 1985. 
Justine Magalg, center for environmental • 
programs, presented a paper on "Peru's 
Environmental Dilemma" at the North American 
Association for Environmental Education annual 
conference. in Washington, D.C .• Sept. 26-0ct. 2. 
1985. 
Richard James and Vincent Corrigan. music 
history. Ann Corrigan, creative arts, and Gloria 
Pfelf, College of Education, performed in concert 
at the Toledo Museum of Art, October 1985. 
Bernard Stemsher, history. presented the 
paper "The Scioto MarSh Onion Workers' Strike: 
Hardin County, Ohio, 1934·· at the New York 
University Social History Symposium, in New 
York City. October 1985. 
Erle Jones and Jamea Krouse, special 
education, presented "Verbal Math Problem-
Solving: What the Research Tells Us" at the 
International Conference on Leaming 
Disabilities, in New Orleans, October 1985. 
Melinda Reardon. special education, 
facilitated a workshop on the role of vocational 
education in five state programs which serve 
special needs populations at the Ohio 
Vocational Association Convention, in Dayton, 
October 1985. 
M1r1lyn Shrude, music theory/composition, 
performed two original compositions and twc 
other works at the Women's Musical Festival 
"85, in Boston, October 1985. · 
Wllllam Miii•, interim dean of libraries, 
presented the paper "A Candid Look at 
Managing Reference Services" at a meeting of 
the Metropolitan Washington Library Council, in 
Washington, D.C~ November 1985. 
William Mln.r, Interim dean of libraries, 
participated In a panel discussion on "Emerging 
Competency Needs for Librarians" and 
presented the paper "Fixing Wbat's Wrong With 
-Reference" at the Annual Conference of the 
Michigan Libraiy Association. In Kalamazoo, 
Mich., October 1985. 
Robert A. Holmes, legal studies. presented a 
seminar entitled "Purchasing Law," sponsored 
by the National Association of PUfchasing 
Managers, in Oradel, N.J~ August 1985. 
Donald Kausch, psychology, $2,860 from the 
WOO<J County Human Services. Inc .. to fund the 
training of one psychology graduate assistant 
who will be working with the LINK. 
Donald Kausch, psychOlogy, $12,600 from the 
Children's Resource Center, to support three 
psychology graduate assistants 10 intern at the 
center !his year. 
Donald Kausch, psychology, $4,500 from the 
Ide Community Health Center, to fund one 
trainee to serve at the center. 
Christopher Dunn. research services. $6,659.21 
from Personnel Designs, Inc .. to pay f0< the 
services of a psychology teaching fellow to 
collect, analyze and interpret company data. 
Barry Plerlol. College of Technology, S2.0BO 
from the Tennessee Valley Authority, to 
strengthen and enrich the academic training of 
students in upper grade levels through field 
experience in specialized areas of professional 
training and Jnterdlsclplinary approaches 
involving outdoor, recreation, education and 
management of natural resources. 
Chan K. Hahn. management, $800 from Small 
Business Administration, to provide 
Robert A. Holmes. legal studies. presented a 
seminar entitled "Advanced Purchasing Law" 
sponsored by the National Association of 
Purchasing Managers, in Oradel, N.J .. September 
1985. 
Wallace DePue. music theory/compostilon, 
performed for the Masonic Grand Masters 
Banquet at the Columbus Convention Center, in 
Columbus, October 1985. · 
H. Kenneth Hlbbeln, political science, 
presented a paper entitled "The Politics of 
Public Sector Uability" at the annual conference 
of Region 6 of the American Society for Public 
Administration, in Flint. Mich., October 1985. 
OaYid c. Skaggs, history, presented _the paper 
"Alastair Buchan and the Founding of the 
Institute for Strategic Studies" at the Mid-
American Conference of History at Oklahoma 
State University, in Stillwater, Okla. September 
1985. 
DaYid C. Skaggs. history, presented the paper 
"Lillie Round Top Revisited'" at the Cleveland 
Civil War Roundtable. in Shaker Heights, 
October 1985. 
Tim Kinch, English, presented a paper entitled 
"Community as Canvas: Sherwood Anderson and 
Clyde, Ohio" al the annual meeting of the 
American Folklore Society, in Cincinnati. 
Adrian R. Tio, art, had a drawing entitled .. El 
Salvador: Unholy Terror" on display in the 
national juried exhibition "Day of the Dead" at 
the Cameron University Ar1 Gallery, in Lawton, 
Okla 
Douglas D. Daye, philosophy and international 
programs, presented the paper "'Habermassian 
Rationality in the Cross-Cultural Contexts" at 
Queensland University, Brisbane. Australia, 
August 1985. 
Tauneo Akaha, political science, presented a 
paper entitled "Japan and the Law of the Sea" 
at the annual conference of the American 
Political Science Association, in New Orleans, 
Aug. 28-Sept. 1, 1985. 
Richard J. Wright. director, Institute for Great 
Lakes Research, gave a lecture entitled 
"Steamboats to the Islands" at the Center for 
lake Erie Area Research at Stone Laboratory, 
Gibraltar Island, August 1985. 
llercedea F1ys-Eufy, romance languages. 
presented a paper entitled "Nueva York en la 
poesia de Federico Garcia Lorca" at the 
International Conference of Teachers of SpaniSh 
and Portuguese, in Mexico. 
Education publishes history book 
An illustrated history of the College 
of Education and Allied Professions 
featuring more than 100 photographs 
of faculty, students and campus 
buildings has been published. 
The book, entitled The College of 
Education at BGSU: A 75-Year 
History, is being offered to anyone 
contributing $25 or more to the 
college or its scholarship fund. 
The history project was initiated 
more than a year ago by the college's 
75th Anniversary Committee. The 
book was re5earched and written by 
Susan M. Willis, a doctoral student. 
Marilyn M. Braatz, public relations 
specialist for the college, edited the 
book and searched for appropriate. 
photographs. 
"One of the first things we did was 
write to a number of pre-1940 
graduates requesting photos, print 
memorabilia and their personal 
recollections about academic and 
student life during their years at 
Bowling Green," Braatz said. 
· More than 30 alumni provided 
material that helped Willis and Braatz 
in assembling the book. 
"We both spent a great deal of 
time in the University Archives, where 
we found some personal photo 
collections of former students, and in 
the photo libraries of the Office of 
Public Relations and the college 
yearbook," said Braatz. "Our book 
has a nice mix of personal and 
official illustrations." 
In keeping with the 75th 
anniversary of the University and the 
college, the book was limited to 75 
pages and only 750 copes will be 
published. 
The book traces the history of the 
college from its beginning in 1910 as 
Bowling Green Normal College to 
1985 when its name was changed to 
the College of Education and Allied 
Professions. It is the first history of 
the college. 
Proceeds generated by the book 
have been earmarked for the college 
foundation and scholarship funds . 
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management counseling and technical 
assistance to t ... o local small businesses. 
Pietro Badia, psychology, $17.4'0 from St. 
Vincent Medical Center, to support two 
advanced graduate students in performing 
applied clinical research and to receive training. 
Marilyn Shrude. College of Musical Arts. $200 
trom the Ohio Arts Council, for the presentation 
of The Percussion Group-Cincinnati at the 
annual Ne* Music Festival. 
Duane Tucker. WBGlJ.TV, $351,198 from the 
Corporation f0< Public Broadcasting, to support 
salaries, advertising, program purchases and 
PBS dues for WBGlJ.TV. 
Don Bright. business education. $1,005.13 
from the Ohio Department of Education, to 
supplement a wor1<shop designed to provide 
information to enable wocatlonal teachers. 
counselors and administrators to dsv9lop a 
practical plan of action In regard to recruiting 
and retaining students. 
Bien Frankel Paul, social philosophy and 
policy center and political science. participated 
in a debate "Is There a Right to Food" at the 
World Hunger and Law Conference, al the law 
school of the State University of New York, 
Buffalo. October 1985. 
Boise J. McKltrlc, home economics and Faith 
Jackson, communication disorders, presented a 
research paper entitled .. Information Sources as 
an Influence on Househo'd Practices of Swazi 
Families" at the Third Bienneal World Congress 
on Communication and Development, in Dakar. 
Senegal. in July. 
Bernard Sternsher. history. served as a 
panelist f0< the Interdisciplinary Conference on 
Studying Federal Social Policy in Twentieth 
Century United States. at the Center for the 
Study of Contemporary Society, University of 
Notre Dame, October 1985. 
Jeff Gordon. geography, presented the paper 
.. Acculturation and Integration in the Aztec 
Culture Region" at the annual meeting of the 
Association of American Geographers, in Detroit, 
in April, 1985. He also chaired a session about 
the"Geographic Education I: Computer Use. 
Simulation. and Theory." 
Charles L Clow, EngliSh, presented the paper 
"The lssei Father in the Fiction of Hisaye 
Yamamoto" at the South Atlantic Modern 
Language Association. in Allan!~ October 1985. 
Vincent Corrigan, music theory/history, spoke 
about and performed works by Domenico 
Scarlatti at the Northwest Ohio Music Teachers 
Association Conference. in Bowling Green 
November 1985. 
Wellece DePue, music theory/composition. 
performed f0< the 13th anniversary celebration of 
radio station WCVO, in Columbus, October 1985. 
Mohalnllllld B. Dadfar. computer science, 
presented "The Effects of the Secondary 
Resonances on the Forced Motion of a Simple 
Pendulum" at the Siam Fall Meeting, in Tempe, 
Ariz_, October 1985. 
Hansen to chair 
theater department 
Robert C. Hansen has been named 
the first chair of the department of 
theater. 
The department, formerly the 
theater program, was created during 
reorganizational changes last year. 
Dr. Hansen, who has been on the 
faculty since 1977, directed the 
theater program. 
The department has 12 faculty and 
staff and more than 30 theater 
majors. Or. Hansen said that theater 
majors traditionally pursue jobs in 
radio, television and theater 
education. 
During the course of an academic 
year, faculty and students in the 
theater department produce about 12 
plays. The department also sponsors 
the Treehouse Troupe, which 
performs two plays each spring 
during a tour of northwest Ohio 
elementary schools. 
Dr. Hansen also has directed since 
1980 the University-sponsored Huron 
Playhouse, which produces six plays 
each summer. 
Dr. Hansen specializes in theater 
design and technical work. 
A native of Minnesota, Dr. Hansen 
was awarded his bachelor's degree 
from the University of Minnesota-
Morris and his master's degree from 
Florida State University. He earned 
his doctorate at the University of 
Minnesota In 1977. • 
Severe weather policy announced 
SRC sponsors activities 
Faculty and staff are reminded that 
the decision to cancel classes In the 
event of severe weather rests with the 
University's central administration. 
Any decision to cancel classes will 
oe communicated to faculty, staff and 
students by the Office of Public 
Relations, which will notify Campus 
Fact Une (372-2445), WBGU-FM (88.1), 
WFAL·AM (680) and radio stations 
WFOB, WOHO, WSPO, WCWA. 
WLQR-FM, WRQN-FM and WFIN. 
Also, WBGU-TV (Channel 57) and the 
three Toledo television stations, 
channels 11, 13 and 24, will be 
notified. 
Every effort will be made to notify 
these media by 7 am. the day of any 
cancellation. If a later storm 
University to close 
for King birthday 
Monday, Jan. 20, Is Martin Luther 
King Day, a holiday for University 
employees. Classes will not meet on 
that day, and all University offices 
will be closed. 
Only those actlvites deemed 
absolutely essential by area 
supervisors should continue during 
the hollday period. 
President Paul J. Olscamp has 
asked for thoughtful observance of 
the King holiday, issuing the 
following memorandum: 
"The service of Martin Luther King 
in the cause of equal rights for all is 
a milestone in the history or our 
country. Perhaps no other American 
has done so much for the cause of 
his people since the Civil War, and 
yet his goals of justice and liberty for 
all remain unfulfilled 18 years after 
his death. It behooves all of us to 
pause on Martin Luther King Day and 
consider the legal, moral and human 
relationships we have with members 
of races and creeds different from our 
own." 
Auditions open for musical 
The University's theater department 
will hold open auditions for its 
musical production, West Side Story, 
on Jan. 21 and 22. 
Auditions will begin at 7 p.m. both 
days in rooms 400, 402 and 405 of 
University Hall. Callbacks will be held 
Wednesday, Jan. 23, at 7 p.m. 
Production dates for the musical are 
April 17-19 and 24-26. 
For more Information call 372-2222. 
necessitates the cancellation of 
afternoon or evening classes, the 
Public Relations Office will notify the 
above-named media as soon as 
possible and before 5 p.m. 
Though classes may be cancelled, 
all University employees are expected 
to report to their job assignments 
unless a specific announcement 
cancelling work schedules is made. 
Also, employees should not be 
confused by media reports of the 
University "closing." They often say 
Bowling Green Is "closed" ·rather than 
the correct "classes are cancelled at 
Bowling Green." 
The University closes only In times 
of state emergency. 
If an emergency is declared 
necessitating a closing of the entire 
University, only essential employees 
are expected to report to or remain at 
their jobs. Classified employees, 
specifically advised in advance or 
called in specifically for the 
emergency will be paid at the rate of 
two-and-one-half times the normal 
rate of pay for all hours worked 
during the declared emergency 
period. 
Questions relating to a radio or 
television announcement concerning 
cancellations or closings can be 
clarifed by calling the campus 
operator (372-2531). 
Commuter students who may be 
affected by severe weather should 
check with the State Highway Patrol 
to determine If hazardous driving 
conditions exist. 
If travel is not advised, students 
who must commute to Bowling Green 
will be excused from classes without 
penalty. Upon return to each affected 
class, the student should inform the 
faculty member of his or her inability 
to travel due to hazardous driving 
conditions. 
Book bills to be sent 
Faculty and administrative staff 
with books overdue from Dec. 20, 
1985 will be billed for the replacement 
costs of the·material if it is not 
returned or renewed by Jan. 22. 
Questions about charges, return or 
renewal can be directed to the 
circulation staffs of Jerome Library 
(372-2051) or Ogg Science Library 
(372-2591). 
Faculty /Staff Positions 
The following faculty positions are available: 
Accounting end llenegement lnfonnatlon Systems: Assistant/associate professor, 
assistant professor (two positions) and associate professor. Contact Park Leathers 
(2-2767). Deadllne: Feb. 1. 
Accounting end llenegement lnfonnatlon Systems: Chair. Contact Office of the Dean, 
College of Business Administration (2-2747). Deadline: March 1. 
Art Assistant professor and associate professor, graphic design. Contact Ronald 
Jacomlnl (2·7763). Deadline: Feb. 28. 
College Student Personnel: Assistant professor. Contact Carney Strange (2·7388). 
Deadline: Feb. 1. 
Communications Dlsorden: Assistant professor (two positions). Contact Hert>e:t J. 
Greenberg (2·2518). Deadllne: Jan. 15. 
Criminal Justice: Assistant or associate professor (anticipated). Contact Clyde R. 
Willis (2-8243). Deadline: Feb. 15. 
EDCI: Assistant professor (two positions) and visiting assistant/associate professor. 
The Student Recreation Center will 
sponsor a number of activities during 
the spring semester. In order to 
register for any program, participants 
must have an SAC membership. 
Activities Include: 
• Learn-To-Swim - held Saturdays, 
Jan. 25-Aprll 19. Fee $6. Waterbables, 
9-9:30 a.m., Andrews Pool; Goldfish, 
9:40-10:10 am., Andrews; Pre-
beginners, 10:20-10:50 am., Andrews; 
Beginners under 6, 11:15 am.-noon, 
Andrews; Beginners over 6, 9:15-10 
am., Cooper Pool; Advanced 
beginners, 9:15-10 am., Cooper; 
Intermediates, 9:15-10 am., Cooper; 
Swimmers, 10:20-11:15 am., Cooper; 
Diving, 10:20-11:15 am., Cooper. 
• Adult swimming classes will be 
held Thursdays, 7-8 p.m., Jan. 30-Aprll 
10, in Cooper Pool; Therapeutic 
swimming will be held Mondavs. 
Wednesdays and Fridays, 8:30-9:10 
am., Jan. 27-May 2, and Tuesdays 
and Thursdays, Jan. 28-May 1, 
8:30-9:30 am., In Andrews Pool. 
• Scuba diving - Tuesdays and 
Thursdays, 7-10 p.in., Jan. 23-Aprll 10. 
Swimming skills required. Fee Is 
$125. Sign up begins Monday, Jan. 13, 
8 am.·5 p.m., in the SAC office. 
• Weight-Nutrition-Exercise 
Workshop - Wedne~days, 7-9 p.m., 
Jan. 22-March 12. Fee of $8 will be 
refunded as participants attend. 
• Fit-For-All Aerobics - All 
participants are encouraged to go 
through pre-screening testing 
activites to determine the appropriate 
fitness level, Jan. 13, 14 and 15, 5-7 
p.m. In the Ll.F.E. room, all 
participants must sign a liability 
waiver to participate In program; drop-
in program dates are Jan. 20-May 2; 
Level I (25 minutes of aerobics): 
Tuesdays and Thursdays, noon-1 p.m.; 
Date book 
Monday, Jan. 13 
Clenearwume. 
Tuesday,Jan.14 
Opening of Northwest Ohio Scholastic 
Art Exhibit, Fine Arts Gallery. 
Vlednesday,Jan.15 
U ndergnlduate Council meeting. 1 :30 
p.m., Alumni Room, University Union. 
Women's Buketbell, Bowling Green vs. 
Eastern Michigan Univ., home, 5:30 p.m. 
Memortel March. in recognition of 
birthday of Martin Luther King Jr., 
sponsored by the board of Black Culture 
Activities, from Student Services Building 
to Prout Chapel, eulogy service to follow. 
March begins at 6 p.m. 
"Contemporary Relftency of Dr. King'• 
Influence on lntemetlonel Affelrs," by 
Marvin Haire, president, Sankore 
Research, Information & Media 
Consultants, sponsored by the Black 
Student Union, 7:30 p.m., Ohio Suite, 
University Union. 
Men's Buketball, Bowling Green vs. 
Eastern Michigan Univ., home, 8 p.m. 
Friday, Jan. 17 
Men's Swimming, Bowlir.g Green vs. 
Univ. of Toledo and Wright State Univ., 
home, 7 p.m. 
Hockey, Bowling Green vs. The Ohio 
State University, in Columbus, 7:30 p.m. 
Contact Robert Oana (2-7314). Deadline: March 14. 
&1ucet1on: Assistant professor. Contact Robert Reed (2-7350). Deadline: March 15. Saturday, Jan. 18 
EngUah: Instructor (two positions). Contact Lester Barber (2-2576). Deadline: March 20. 
Englialc Intern Instructor (three positions) and lecturer (temporary, two positions). 
Contact Lester Barber (2-2576). Deadline: Feb. 1. 
Hulth, Physlcel Educlltlon end A8crutlon: Athletic training, conditioning and 
kineslology. Contact Richard J. Quain (2-2879). Deadline: Feb. 15. 
Hulth, Physlcel Educlltlon end A8crutlon: Behavioral science specialization. 
Contact Beverly Zanger (2-6914). Deadline: Feb. 15. 
H~ Economlc:a: Assistant professor, family studies; assistant professor, Interior 
design; associate professor, human nutrition and dietetics, and associate professor, 
textiles and clothing. Contact Deanna J. Radeloff (2·7823). Deadllne: March 1. 
Library: Coordinator of library user education. Contact Laurene Zaporozhetz (2·2362). 
Deadline: Feb. 26. 
Hockey, Bowling Green vs. The Ohio 
State University, home, 7:30 p.m. 
Women's Beaketbell, Bowling Green vs. 
Univ. of Toledo, at Toledo, 5:30 p.m. 
Men's BuketbaR, Bowling Green vs. 
Univ. of Toledo, at Toledo, 8 p.m. 
Monday, Jan. 20 
llertln Luther King Jr. Day, state 
holiday, classes will not be held and most 
University offices will be closed. lluegemMt Assistant professor. Contact Chan K. Hahn (2·2946). Deadline: Jan. 13. 
llenege11M1I: Visiting assistant professor. Contact Chan K. Hahn (2-2945). Deadline: J~1:;..._llcs A Stetlatlcs: Assistant professor (anticipated). Contact Arjun Gupta , Exhibits. 
Through Jan. 26 
(2-7453). Deadline: Feb. 1. --------------
llualc: Educlltlon: Assistant director of bands/assistant professor. Contact Mark S. 
Kelly (2-2188}. Deadllne: f7eb. 14. 
Psychology. Assistant professor. Contact Robert Conner (2-2301). Deadline: Felt. 1. 
~Telerlalon-Fllnc Associate professor. Conti.ct Denise Trauth (2·2224). Deadline: 
Jan. 31. 
The following administrative staff positions are available: 
Denlas11w1t Assocl<lte director. Contact Susan caldWell (2·2558). Deadline: Feb. 1. 
Library: Coordinator of circulation services. Contact Joan Repp (2-2106). Deadline: 
Jan. 31. 
Office of lllnorlty Affelra: Director, minority programs and activities. Contact Susan 
catdwell (2·2558). Deadline (extended): Jan. 22. 
"Halley: A Comet's Tale." University 
planetarium program about Halley's 
Comet. Tuesdays and Fridays, 8 p.m., 
Sundays, 7:30 p.m. A S1 donation per 
person wlll be accepted. 
Through Jan. 31 
Northwest Ohio Sc:holeatlc Art Ellhlblt, 
Fine Arts Gallery. Free. 
Mondays-Thursdays, 4:30-5:30 p.m. 
and 6-7 p.m.; Fridays, 5:1~:15 p.m.; 
Sundays (Jan. 26-March 16), 5:1~:15 
p.m., all held in Activity Center. Level 
II (15-20 minutes of aerobics): 
Mondays and Wednesdays, 
noon-12:45 p.m., Tuesdays and 
Thursdays, 6-6:45 p.m., both In 
combatives/dance room. Level Ill (8-10 
minutes of aerobics): Mondays and 
Wednesdays, 6-6:45 p.m., in 
archery/golf room. 30-mlnute workout: 
Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays, 
12:10-12:40 p.m., In archery/golf room 
(Monday) and combatlves/dance room 
(Tuesday and Thursday). 
• Water Aerobics - Tuesdays and 
Thursdays, 7:30-8:15 am., Andrews 
Pool. 
• Weight Room Awareness -
Mondays and Wednesdays 7-8 p.m., 
weight rooms. 
Special events planned for the 
spring semester include the Leisure 
Information Fitness Evaluations 
(Ll.F.E.) Program on Monday, Jan. 27, 
and the Winter Festival on Friday, 
Jan. 31, and Saturday, Feb. 1. Festival 
events include cross-country skiing, a 
snow sculpturing contest, sled races 
and ice skating. 
Classified 
Employment 
Opportunities 
The following classified positions are 
available. 
• Indicates that an Internal candidate 
from the department Is bidding and being 
considered for the position. 
NEW VACANCIES 
Posting Explratlon.Da .. for Employ ... to 
Apply: 5 p.m. Tuesdey, Jan. 21, 1988 
1·21-1 Al:c:ount Cleft 1 
Pay Range4 
Bursar's Office 
Permanent, part-time 
1-21·2 Clerk 2 
Pay Range 3 
Continuing Education 
(Promotion & Marketing) 
Temporary, part-time 
(Through June 30, 1986) 
1·21-3 • Clerk 2 
Pay Range 3 
Registration and Records 
1-21-4 Ubrery Anlstent 
Pay Range4 
Library/Curriculum Resource 
Center 
1·21·5 llower 1 
Pay Range4 
Inventory Management 
1-21-6 Secretary 1 
Pay Range26 
Chemistry 
CONTINUING VACANCIES 
Posting Expiration Da .. for EmployMS to 
Apply: 5 p.m. Mondey, Jen. 13, 1988 
1-13-1 
1-13-2 
1-13-3 
1-13-5 
1-13-6 
thru 
1-13-8 
. 1-13-9 
Account Clerll 1 
Pay Range4 
School of Art 
• Clerk 2 
Pay Range3 
University Union 
Permanent, part-time 
Clerk 2 
Pay Rangel 
Continuing Education 
(Registration) 
Temporary, part-time 
(Through June 30, 1986) 
Clerk2 
Pay Range 3 
Continuing Education 
(Budgets & Operations) 
Temporary, part-time 
(Through June 30, 1986) 
Computer Operator 1 
Pay Range27 
Computer Services 
Food Senlce Worker 
Pay Range 1 
Food Operations 
Academic year, full-time 
(Three positions) 
• Progremmer Anelyat 1 
Pay Range28 
Computer Services 
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Research project may lead to better sleep 
A University professor has been 
awarded $137,666 by the National 
Institutes of Health to continue a 
research project which may some day 
help millions of Americans sleep 
better. 
The funding is the first portion of a 
two-year grant which will enable 
Pietro Badia, psychology, to test a 
technique which offers promise for 
helping those with sleep disorders 
characterized by Irregular breathing. 
People with these sleep disorders 
breathe normally while awake but 
breathe improperly while asleep. 
When breathing is too shallow or 
stops, the oxygen content of the 
blood drops until it reaches a 
sufficiently low level to arouse the 
individual to a near-awakening state 
and the person begins to breathe 
again. 
With some disorders, such as sleep 
apnea, this sleep/wake cycle may 
occur hundreds of times each night 
and the individual is rarely aware of 
them. A similar problem can occur 
.with individuals having chronic 
obstructive pulmonary diseases such 
as chronic bronchitis and 
emphysema A major symptom of 
these disorders is excessive daytime 
sleepiness. 
It's estimated that more than one 
million Americans suffer from severe 
apnea, having 10 or more apnea 
attac~s in an hour. 
While people with breathing 
disorders rarely die in their sleep, 
breathing Irregularities can cause 
increases in blood pressure and 
irregular heart rhythms as well as a 
drop of oxygen in the blood. 
Scientists are not sure what this 
drop in oxygen level does to the body, 
Dr. Badia says. "It can make 
individuals disoriented upon 
awakening, could cause poor 
memory, headache or a host of other 
things. We're just beginning to 
assess the problem." 
Dr. Badia and John Harsh, a former 
Bowling Green student now on the 
faculty of the University of Southern 
Mississippi, have been studying sleep 
disorders characterized by breathing 
difficulties for more than five years. 
The psychologists have been 
investigating whether individuals can 
control their breathing patterns while 
asleep after learning how to do so 
while awake. 
In initial studies, Dr. Badia's 
research team has been successful in 
teaching those without sleep 
~->.--.·. 
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Pietro Badia, psychology, examines test results with students. 
disorders to alter their breathing 
patterns at the sound of a tone during 
sleep. 
They have found that the subjects 
did alter their breathing patterns. 
Those participating in the studies 
reported hearing the tone five or six 
times when it actually may have been 
sounded hundreds of times during the 
night. 
"In our initial research we wanted 
to learn if we could control their 
breathing while they were asleep," Dr. 
Badia said. "Our long-term interest 
was to apply this technology to sleep 
disorders characterized by breathing 
dlfficulties during sleep." 
Now the psychologists will be 
testing the techniques and continuing 
their research at the St. Vincent 
Medical Center Sleep Disorders 
Center in Toledo. 
In collaboration with Joseph 
Shaffer, director of the center, and 
Vijay Mahajan, the center's medical 
director, the researchers will attempt 
to teach selected patients with mild 
sleep disorders to control their 
breathing during sleep at the sound 
of a tone. 
Although the technique has 
promise, Dr. Badia said, "We have no 
idea if this is going to be effective. 
We have a lot more research to do. 
We hope it will be effective, but there 
are no guarantees." 
The success of this stage of the 
research will determine whether the 
technique will later be tried with 
those suffering severe sleep 
disorders, Dr. Badia said. 
In addition to the grant from the 
National Institutes of Health, Or. 
Badia said the project also is 
receiving funds from the Sleep 
Disorder Center. The St. Vincent 
facility is providing a $10,000 
fellowship for a Bowling Green 
graduate student and a $7,000 
student assistantship, as well as 
giving Dr. Badia's research team 
administrative assistance, office 
space and access to its equipment 
and computer facilities. 
Since 1984, students from Bowiing 
Green and the University of Southern 
Mississippi have received clinical 
training at the Sleep Disorder Center 
and participated in on-going 
collaborative research projects 
through an affiliation agreement 
between the institutions. 
Scholarships boost minority teachers 
Two new scholarships have been 
established at the University to help 
combat a growing national shortage 
of minority teachers. 
The scholarships will be awarded 
by the College of Education and 
Allied Professions for the first time 
this spring to students who plan to 
enroll at the University in the fall of 
1986. Applicants must be high school 
graduates or graduating seniors who 
are members of a minority race and 
plan to pursue teaching as a career. 
Access limited at Popular. Culture Library 
According to Gerald Saddlemire, 
interim dean of the college, the 
scholarship program was made 
possible by private donations. The 
1986 awards are expected to amount 
to approximately $400 each. The 
scholarships are renewable. providing 
the recipients demonstrate 
satisfactory academic progress and 
maintain their commitment to the 
teaching profession. 
The National Commission for 
Excellence in Teacher Education 
recently reported that minorities 
constitute 26 percent of the American 
school population; yet, fewer than 
12.5 percent of the K-12 teachers are 
minorities. 
Officials at Jerome Library hope 
that limiting access to the Popular 
Culture Library on the fourth floor will 
cut down on the theft and damage to 
valuable material in the collection. 
Material in the popular culture 
collection can be obtained only 
through requests filed with the library 
staff, according to Paul Yon, acting 
assistant dean of libraries. The new 
restrictions took effect Jan. 13. 
Books in the Popular Culture 
Library can still be taken off 
premises~ but other material -
manuscripts, comic books, scripts, 
posters, records, buttons and other 
items __:·wm have to be used on the 
floor In special research areas. Yon 
said the book collection will become 
non-circulating at the end of the 
spring semester. However, duplicates 
of some books will be placed on 
circulating shelves In other parts of 
Jerome Ubrary. 
Yon said that during the winter 
break a security system was installed 
on the fourth floor to prevent theft of 
materials. 
Although the closing of the fourth 
floor to general access caused the 
loss of some study space for 
students, Yon said the Popular 
Culture Library picked up needed 
space for additional material that has 
been stored on other floors of the 
building. 
"In about a year or so the whole 
floor will house the entire popular 
culture collection," he said. 
The change has been needed for 
some time, Yon said, to improve 
security for the collection, which is 
valued at several million dollars. 
The change coincides with the 
current search for a new director of 
the Popular Culture Library, who is 
expected to be on the job by July 1. 
'"We have been discussing a 
change in the status of the library for 
about a year," Yon said, adding that 
the change was made during break 
because of the availability of 
construction and security material 
and labor and a switch in staff 
assignments. 
"The department of popular culture 
wanted the collections to be non-
circulating long before now," he said. 
Yon also said the change should 
help with acquisitions, since some 
donors have expressed concern about 
security in the 12,000-square-foot 
facility, which has two full-time 
employees. 
"This represents for the first time 
in a long time cooperation between 
Jerome Library and the popular 
culture department," said Yon. "It 
indicates that we fully support the 
department and its programs." 
"By the 1990s, the respective 
figures are projected to be 30 percent 
and 5 percent," according to the 
report. ''The result will be a lack of 
role models for minority students and 
a severe limitation on cross-cultural 
exposure for majority children." 
"The number of minorities who are 
interested in pursuing teaching 
careers has declined dramatically," 
said Dr. Saddlemire. "In our freshman 
class of 651 students, only seven are 
black and three Hispanic. Those are 
discouraging figures, particularly in 
view of the national shortage of 
minority teachers. The new 
scholarship awards represent our first 
step In trying to change that." 
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Mott receives 
first Olscamp 
Research Award 
Michael Mott, English, has been 
awarded the 1985 Paul and Ruth 
Olscamp Research Award. 
The $1,000 award, the first major 
honor to recognize faculty research at 
the University, was presented to Mott 
Dec. 19 for his outstanding scholarly 
accomplishments during the past 
three years, including his widely 
acclaimed biography of Thomas 
Merton. 
The award was established by 
President Paul J. Olscamp and his 
wife, Ruth, who is cllnlcal coordinator 
in the communication disorders 
department, as part of their 
contribution to Bowling Green's 75th 
Anniversary Fund. 
"Bowling Green has major faculty 
awards for teaching and service, and 
Ruth and I felt there should be one 
for research, which is such a vital 
part of the University," Or. Olscarnp 
said. "We're very pleased that the 
first award has been given to a 
faculty member who epitomizes 
educational ideals." 
The research award will be given 
annually to a faculty member for 
outstanding scholarly or creative 
accomplishments during the previous 
three-year period. The recipient is 
selected at the recommendation of a 
special advisory committee. 
A member of the faculty since 
1980, Mott's research has received 
both national and regional acclaim. 
He won a 1979-80 Guggenheim 
Michael Mott, English, talks with Eloise Clark, vice president for 
academic affairs, and President Paul J. Olscamp after receiving research 
award. 
Fellowship and was honored with a 
Governor's Award in Arts from the 
State of Georgia. 
He is currently on leave from 
Bowling Green and is a writer-in-
residence at William and Mary 
College, Williamsburg, Va. 
He is the author of six collections 
of poetry, two novels, two children's 
novels and several essays and 
criticisms. His novels have gained 
favorable notice in major book 
reviews throughout the country. 
His most recent work, The Seven 
Mountains of Thomas Merton, which 
is a biography of the famed American 
Catholic priest, has brought the 
author a great deal of national 
attention, including a Pulitzer Prize 
nomination. The book also won a 
1985 Christopher Award, which 
recognizes works that affirm the 
highest values of the human spirit, 
and a 1985 Ohioana Book Award, 
given to Ohioans who have excelled 
in their contributions to the state's 
cultural background. 
Mott spent six years researching 
Merton's biography, which has been 
called the definitive study of the 
complex 20th century monk. who was 
himself the author of more than 40 
books. 
Mott has taught poetry, creative 
writing and literature at Bowling 
Green and has been a visiting 
professor at Kenyon College, SUNY 
Buffalo, Concordia College and 
Emory University. 
Research award 
deadline is Feb. 14 
The Paul and Ruth Olscamp 
Research Award is given 
annually to a member of the 
University faculty for 
outstanding scholarly or 
creative accomplishments 
during the previous three-year 
period. For purposes of this 
award, these accomplishments 
may be ~nderstood in terms of 
refereed presentations of 
scholarly papers or publications 
(books, monographs, articles, 
compositions, etc.); musical 
com positions, arrangements, 
concerts, recitals, dramatic or 
visual art works presented at 
national or International 
meetings or exhibitions; 
patentable or licensable 
discoveries or creations of 
major significance. 
Based upon the 
recommendation of a committee 
chaired by the associate vice 
president for research, the vice 
president for academic affairs 
will name the recipient of the 
award at the University's 
Opening Day ceremonies for the 
1986-87 academic year. The 
recipient will receive a cash 
award and certificate. 
Nominations are due in the 
Office of the Associate Vice 
President for Research by Feb. 
14, 1986. Nominations are 
welcome from all members of 
the University community, 
alumni and persons external to 
the University, and should be· 
accompanied by a brief 
paragraph outlining the 
nominee's accomplishments. 
Rowney: Summit changes status quo little Friends From Page 1 
donated for special projects, 
programs and needs, said Yon. The 
organization bases its contributions 
on proposals by the faculty and staff 
of the libraries and CAC and also 
from other University faculty looking 
for support for curricula. 
The recent summit meeting 
between President Ronald Reagan 
and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev 
has provided a change in attitudes 
between the people of the two 
superpowers. 
But from a political or military 
standpoint, the meeting of the 
leaders did little to change the status 
quo, according to Donald K. Rowney, 
history. 
Dr. Rowney has been watching 
U.S-Soviet relations for some time. He 
is first vice president of the 
International Committee on Soviet 
and East European Studies. Fluent in 
Russian, Dr. Rowney has visited the 
Soviet Union on many occasions, 
including serving as visiting research 
scientist at the USSR Academy of 
Sciences. He is a consultant on 
Russia for several federal agencies 
and for various regional corporations. 
Following the summit, Toledo area 
news organizations, including 
television and radio stations, 
contacted Dr. Rowney about his views 
of the historic meeting. ''The 
questions varied," he said. "Most 
were about the Russian standard of 
living, politics, Reagan and 
Gorbachev as leaders, and the 
implications of the summit for the 
arms race. 
"On the Soviet side, it is clear now 
that they are interpreting the summit 
in a more favorable light," said Dr. 
Rowney. 
Meeting in a summit meant a 
sacrifice in the ideals and rhetoric of 
Reagan. ''To single out Russia as our 
equal grates on a lot of political 
sensitivities," said Dr. Rowney. 
On the other hand, the Soviet Union 
welcomes the equal status, said Dr. 
Rowney. ''The summit was perhaps a 
bigger step for them than it was for 
us." 
Dr. Rowney said it is still too early 
to tell how long Gorbachev will 
Sources sought for "Resources" 
Donald K. Rowney's popularity with 
the news media during the 
Gorbachev-Reagan summit was 
prompted in part by his listing in 
RESOURCES, a booklet published by 
the Office of Public Relations. 
RESOURCES, which contains the 
names and areas of expertise of 
approximately 100 faculty and staff, 
is distributed to the news media, 
which often need local authorities to 
comment on breaking news events or 
for feature stories. 
Use of RESOURCES has been 
good. During the past semester, for 
example, faculty members, Jack 
Nachbar, Jack Santini and Ray 
Browne, all in popular culture; Ray 
Tucker, interpersonal 
communications; John Cavanaugh, 
psychology; Stuart Givens, history; 
Sally Kilmer, education; Les 
Chamberlin, education; Jerry 
Richardson, placement, and Gary 
Hess, history, were among ·those 
listed In RESOURCES and contacted 
by the news media 
While RESOURCES has met with 
favor, the publication is not as 
effective as It could be; says Clifton 
Boutelle, public relations. "less than 
one-seventh of the faculty Is Included 
in RESOUliCES. We would like to 
have more than half the faculty 
listed." 
Boutelle noted that the Office of 
Public Relations receives numerous 
requests for faculty experts willing to 
talk to reporters. Not only must 
faculty members be willing to talk but 
also must make the time available to 
meer wmi reporters who often work 
on tight deadlines. "Reporters need 
to speak immediately with their 
faculty sources and generally faculty 
members have been most 
accommodating. That's one reason 
why Bowling Green enjoys a good 
relationship with most of the media," 
Boutelle says. 
The public relations benefits of 
having faculty experts available are 
great, says Boutelle. "If reporters 
know they can obtain all the 
information they need for a particular 
story, the greater the likelihood they 
will continue to use campus sources 
in future news stories. Continued 
exposure in the media enhances both 
the University and the faculty, which 
is one of the strongest areas Bowling 
Green has to offer." 
An updated RESOURCES Is 
distributed each fall. Work on the 
next edition will begin this spring and 
faculty are encouraged to have their · 
names listed. 
• 
survive as the Soviet leader and how 
well he will do in the job. The Russian 
leader has been consoldiating his 
power since taking office and the 
summit was an important move to 
improve his standing in the eyes of 
other Soviet officials. 
Dr. Rowney said the timing of the 
summit for Gorbachev was "crucial 
because it demonstrated in the most 
forceful manner to his domestic 
audience that he was in charge." 
The history professor said 
Gorbachev's populist style is 
necessary for him to develop a base 
of support, different from previous 
leaders who gained their power from 
within the Kremlin hierarchy. 
Dr. Rowney said that had the 
summit been a grand failure, 
Gorbachev's support could easily 
have crumbled. "He showed he was 
willing to accept the risk and It 
turned out to be a great political 
success for him," Dr. Rowney said. 
Despite the meeting of the two 
leaders, Dr. Rowney said there is a 
long way to go before detente is 
firmly entreoched. 
"It's a competition that will 
continue for as far as I can foresee," 
he said of the two countries. ''The 
question is will the competition 
continue to be acrimonious and 
vindictive like it was from 1981 to 
1984 or will the competition be 
intense but with an element of 
respect." 
He said relations between the 
United States and Soviet Union can 
improve if efforts are controlled and 
productive. "Success or failure is a 
matter of life and death of millions if 
not billions of peoRle," said Dr. 
Rowney. 
''The next five years or so will 
continue to be interesting and 
exciting. In Russia, there has begun 
one of the major shifts in the 
structure, politically, economically 
and industrially, since the revolution 
in 1917." 
For Dr. Rowney, the Kremlin will be 
worth watching. 
For Sale 
The Word Processing Center of the 
College of Business Administration 
has for sale to University departments 
and offices a 3M Thermofax machine. 
For more information call 37~. 
"The Friends support the needs of 
faculty and students in developing 
curriculum and research materials," 
said Kathryn Thiede, administrative 
assistant in the dean's office. 
The organization also funds 
receptions for speakers appearing on 
campus, holds an annual reception 
for University authors and composers, 
and sponsors a spring banquet that 
brings a nationally-recognized author, 
historian or speaker to the University. 
The Friends, begun about 10 years 
ago at the University, Is part of a 
chain of similar but unconnected 
organizations that support local and 
academic libraries across the 
country, according to Thiede. At one 
time, separate Friends' groups 
existed for the libraries and CAC. The 
two groups merged about five years 
ago. 
Thiede said the membership 
campaign begins this month and 
should be completed by the end of 
March 1986, even though It was 
officially kicked off in November 1985 
with the annual Authors' Reception. 
There are various levels of 
contributions, including patron 
($1,000), benefactor ($500), sponsor 
($250), associate ($100), donor ($50), 
friend ($20) and student ($5). With his 
or her contribution a donor receives a 
Friends coffee mug; benefactors, 
sponsors and associates receive a· 
mug, bookbag or cooking apron, a 
bookplate in their name placed in a 
new library acquisition and two 
tickets to the spring banquet. A 
patron receives the same gifts and 
has his or her name engraved on the 
Friends Honor Roll plaque. 
The Friends' plans for support in 
1986 include establishing a telephone 
book renewal Hot Line, expanding 
computer and data base searching, 
preserving and expanding the music 
and popular culture collections and 
expanding the manual card catalog 
into a computerized on-line catalog. 
''When people are contacted, we 
hope they give careful consideration 
-to joining or renewing their 
membership to the Friends," Yon 
concfuded. 
Faculty /Staff 
Grants 
P.ter Hutehlnson. College of Business 
Administration, $37,000 from The Cleveland 
Foundation, to assist with the implementation of 
a faculty development program in the use of the 
personal computer as a pedagogical toot 
Char1ff II. Onuch. geology, $39,375 from the 
National Science Foundation, to determine the 
distribution of strain in Ordocician through 
Devonian strata that are folded into an 
asymmetric synclinorium in the Great Valley 
province of northwest Virginia. 
Edward Fiscus. special education. $62.000 
from the federal Department of Education, to 
offer pre-service training to prepare students 
wondng with the severely handicapped. 
Richard Wilson and Unda Mandlebaum. 
special education, $A6.8n from the federal 
Department of Education, to help support the 
Clinic tor Education Diagnosis and Remediation. 
Douglu C. Necbra, chemistry, $16,500 from 
the National Science Foundation, to support 
continued research dealing with the singlet 
oxygen sensitizer. rose bengal. 
Faculty/Staff 
Presentations 
Ray Laaltanleml, School of Mass 
Communication, presented a paper entitled 
''Analysis of Writing Coach Programs at 
American Daily Newspapers" to the research 
division of the Newspaper section at the annual 
convention of the Association for Education in 
Journalism and Mass Communication, in 
Memphis, Tenn., August 1985. 
Frank McKenna, political science. gave a 
presentation entitled "Improving Cable 
Television Se;vice In Small Communities" at the 
34th Annual Ohio Municipal League Conference, 
in Columbus. September 1985. 
Arthur Nul, H.T. Groat and Jeny Wicks, 
sociology, presented "Plans for Sterilization 
Among Married Couples" at the 80th Annual 
Meeting of The American Sociological 
Association, Washington, D.C .• August 1985. 
SAC memberships 
go on sale 
Memberships to the Student 
Recreation Center for the spring 
semester are now on sale. 
Memberships will be valid through 
May 18. LIFT tickets are valid Jan. 13 
through May 9. 
Fees include: Faculty, staff, alumni, 
President's Club - $42; Spouse of 
member - $21; Child of membf": to 
age 18 (family plan hours only, with 
identification) - Free; LIFT (limited 
access) - $21; and Spouse LIFT -
$10.50. 
SAC office hours for Jan. 13-17, 
20-24 and 27-31 will be 8 am.-7 p.m. 
On Feb. 3, regular office hours will 
resume: Monday-Friday, 8 am.-5 p.m. 
Hours for the SRC for Jan. 13-May 
2 will be: 
• Center - Monday-Thursday, 7 
am.-midnight; Friday, 7 a.m.-10 p.m.; 
Saturday, 9 am.-10 p.m.; Sunday, 9 
am.-midnight. 
• Cooper Pool - Monday-Thursday, 
7 a.m.-2 p.m., 5-10 p.m.; Friday, 7 
am.-2 p.m., 5-9 p.m.; Saturday, 9 
a.m.-9 p.m.; Sunday, noon-10 p.m. 
• Andrews Pool - Monday-Sunday, 
1-8 p.m. 
• Family Plan - (Age 7-17) 
Monday-Thursday, 4-8 p.m.; Friday, 
4-10 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m.-10 p.m.; 
Sunday, 9 am.-midnight; (Under 7, 
Andrews Pool only) Monday-Friday, 
4-8 p.m.; Saturday-Sunday, 1-8 p.m. 
• LIFT Plan - Monday-Friday, 7.9 
am., 11:30 am.-1 p.m.; Saturday, 9 
a.m.-6 p.m. ($3 anytime), 6-10 p.m. 
(family night); Sunday, $3 anytime. 
· • Break Hours, effective March 
22-30 - Center, noon-9 p.m.; Cooper 
Pool, noon-2 p.m., 5-8 p.m.; Andrews 
Pool, 1-8 p.m.; LIFT, $3 anytime; 
Family Plan, noon-9 p.m. (age 7-17), 
1-8 p.m. (under 7, Andrews Pool only). 
For further information call 
372-2711 odor court reservations call 
372-2000. 
Grant applications due 
Faculty members who wish to 
apply for Faculty Development Grants 
in amounts in excess of $250 are 
reminded that the deadline for 
applications is Monday, Feb. 3. 
Guidelines are available from 
department secretaries or from the 
office of the vice president for 
&cademic affairs. 
Vakula S. Srtnlwaun and John Anh. 
chemistry, $18,000 from the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, to 
pursue research in the investigation of 
interrupter technique as an evaluation procedure 
for oxygen cathodes. 
Ulwrence Friedman, history, $19,800 from The 
Menninger Foundation, to provide funding for a 
comprehensive study of the Menninger Clinic-
Foundation from its formation at the close of 
World War I through the transfer of power from 
the founding generation In the mid·1960s. 
Unda Fldlar and Wiiiiam Schurk. library, 
$100,000 from the National Endowment for the 
Humanities, to increase the accessibility to the 
library's sound recording archive. 
Patricia RMcl, educatiotKurriculum and 
instruction, $48.600 from the federal Department 
of Education, to promote continuing 
improvement in the preparation of regular 
secondary teachers, administrators and 
supervisors. 
Donald Kausdt, psychology, $4,000 from the 
Wood County Mental Health Center, to fund the 
training of-one graduate student with the 
WCMHC Program. 
Adella II. Peters. educational foundations and 
inquiry and director of the center for 
environmental programs, delivered a paper 
based on her research in the People's Republic 
of China, entitled "Pandas, Rats and Nukes" at 
the North American Association for 
Environmental Education annual conference, in 
Washington, D.C., Sept. 26-0ct. 2. 1985. 
Justine Magalg, center for environmental • 
programs, presented a paper on "Peru's 
Environmental Dilemma" at the North American 
Association for Environmental Education annual 
conference. in Washington, D.C .• Sept. 26-0ct. 2. 
1985. 
Richard James and Vincent Corrigan. music 
history. Ann Corrigan, creative arts, and Gloria 
Pfelf, College of Education, performed in concert 
at the Toledo Museum of Art, October 1985. 
Bernard Stemsher, history. presented the 
paper "The Scioto MarSh Onion Workers' Strike: 
Hardin County, Ohio, 1934·· at the New York 
University Social History Symposium, in New 
York City. October 1985. 
Erle Jones and Jamea Krouse, special 
education, presented "Verbal Math Problem-
Solving: What the Research Tells Us" at the 
International Conference on Leaming 
Disabilities, in New Orleans, October 1985. 
Melinda Reardon. special education, 
facilitated a workshop on the role of vocational 
education in five state programs which serve 
special needs populations at the Ohio 
Vocational Association Convention, in Dayton, 
October 1985. 
M1r1lyn Shrude, music theory/composition, 
performed two original compositions and twc 
other works at the Women's Musical Festival 
"85, in Boston, October 1985. · 
Wllllam Miii•, interim dean of libraries, 
presented the paper "A Candid Look at 
Managing Reference Services" at a meeting of 
the Metropolitan Washington Library Council, in 
Washington, D.C~ November 1985. 
William Mln.r, Interim dean of libraries, 
participated In a panel discussion on "Emerging 
Competency Needs for Librarians" and 
presented the paper "Fixing Wbat's Wrong With 
-Reference" at the Annual Conference of the 
Michigan Libraiy Association. In Kalamazoo, 
Mich., October 1985. 
Robert A. Holmes, legal studies. presented a 
seminar entitled "Purchasing Law," sponsored 
by the National Association of PUfchasing 
Managers, in Oradel, N.J~ August 1985. 
Donald Kausch, psychology, $2,860 from the 
WOO<J County Human Services. Inc .. to fund the 
training of one psychology graduate assistant 
who will be working with the LINK. 
Donald Kausch, psychOlogy, $12,600 from the 
Children's Resource Center, to support three 
psychology graduate assistants 10 intern at the 
center !his year. 
Donald Kausch, psychology, $4,500 from the 
Ide Community Health Center, to fund one 
trainee to serve at the center. 
Christopher Dunn. research services. $6,659.21 
from Personnel Designs, Inc .. to pay f0< the 
services of a psychology teaching fellow to 
collect, analyze and interpret company data. 
Barry Plerlol. College of Technology, S2.0BO 
from the Tennessee Valley Authority, to 
strengthen and enrich the academic training of 
students in upper grade levels through field 
experience in specialized areas of professional 
training and Jnterdlsclplinary approaches 
involving outdoor, recreation, education and 
management of natural resources. 
Chan K. Hahn. management, $800 from Small 
Business Administration, to provide 
Robert A. Holmes. legal studies. presented a 
seminar entitled "Advanced Purchasing Law" 
sponsored by the National Association of 
Purchasing Managers, in Oradel, N.J .. September 
1985. 
Wallace DePue. music theory/compostilon, 
performed for the Masonic Grand Masters 
Banquet at the Columbus Convention Center, in 
Columbus, October 1985. · 
H. Kenneth Hlbbeln, political science, 
presented a paper entitled "The Politics of 
Public Sector Uability" at the annual conference 
of Region 6 of the American Society for Public 
Administration, in Flint. Mich., October 1985. 
OaYid c. Skaggs, history, presented _the paper 
"Alastair Buchan and the Founding of the 
Institute for Strategic Studies" at the Mid-
American Conference of History at Oklahoma 
State University, in Stillwater, Okla. September 
1985. 
DaYid C. Skaggs. history, presented the paper 
"Lillie Round Top Revisited'" at the Cleveland 
Civil War Roundtable. in Shaker Heights, 
October 1985. 
Tim Kinch, English, presented a paper entitled 
"Community as Canvas: Sherwood Anderson and 
Clyde, Ohio" al the annual meeting of the 
American Folklore Society, in Cincinnati. 
Adrian R. Tio, art, had a drawing entitled .. El 
Salvador: Unholy Terror" on display in the 
national juried exhibition "Day of the Dead" at 
the Cameron University Ar1 Gallery, in Lawton, 
Okla 
Douglas D. Daye, philosophy and international 
programs, presented the paper "'Habermassian 
Rationality in the Cross-Cultural Contexts" at 
Queensland University, Brisbane. Australia, 
August 1985. 
Tauneo Akaha, political science, presented a 
paper entitled "Japan and the Law of the Sea" 
at the annual conference of the American 
Political Science Association, in New Orleans, 
Aug. 28-Sept. 1, 1985. 
Richard J. Wright. director, Institute for Great 
Lakes Research, gave a lecture entitled 
"Steamboats to the Islands" at the Center for 
lake Erie Area Research at Stone Laboratory, 
Gibraltar Island, August 1985. 
llercedea F1ys-Eufy, romance languages. 
presented a paper entitled "Nueva York en la 
poesia de Federico Garcia Lorca" at the 
International Conference of Teachers of SpaniSh 
and Portuguese, in Mexico. 
Education publishes history book 
An illustrated history of the College 
of Education and Allied Professions 
featuring more than 100 photographs 
of faculty, students and campus 
buildings has been published. 
The book, entitled The College of 
Education at BGSU: A 75-Year 
History, is being offered to anyone 
contributing $25 or more to the 
college or its scholarship fund. 
The history project was initiated 
more than a year ago by the college's 
75th Anniversary Committee. The 
book was re5earched and written by 
Susan M. Willis, a doctoral student. 
Marilyn M. Braatz, public relations 
specialist for the college, edited the 
book and searched for appropriate. 
photographs. 
"One of the first things we did was 
write to a number of pre-1940 
graduates requesting photos, print 
memorabilia and their personal 
recollections about academic and 
student life during their years at 
Bowling Green," Braatz said. 
· More than 30 alumni provided 
material that helped Willis and Braatz 
in assembling the book. 
"We both spent a great deal of 
time in the University Archives, where 
we found some personal photo 
collections of former students, and in 
the photo libraries of the Office of 
Public Relations and the college 
yearbook," said Braatz. "Our book 
has a nice mix of personal and 
official illustrations." 
In keeping with the 75th 
anniversary of the University and the 
college, the book was limited to 75 
pages and only 750 copes will be 
published. 
The book traces the history of the 
college from its beginning in 1910 as 
Bowling Green Normal College to 
1985 when its name was changed to 
the College of Education and Allied 
Professions. It is the first history of 
the college. 
Proceeds generated by the book 
have been earmarked for the college 
foundation and scholarship funds . 
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management counseling and technical 
assistance to t ... o local small businesses. 
Pietro Badia, psychology, $17.4'0 from St. 
Vincent Medical Center, to support two 
advanced graduate students in performing 
applied clinical research and to receive training. 
Marilyn Shrude. College of Musical Arts. $200 
trom the Ohio Arts Council, for the presentation 
of The Percussion Group-Cincinnati at the 
annual Ne* Music Festival. 
Duane Tucker. WBGlJ.TV, $351,198 from the 
Corporation f0< Public Broadcasting, to support 
salaries, advertising, program purchases and 
PBS dues for WBGlJ.TV. 
Don Bright. business education. $1,005.13 
from the Ohio Department of Education, to 
supplement a wor1<shop designed to provide 
information to enable wocatlonal teachers. 
counselors and administrators to dsv9lop a 
practical plan of action In regard to recruiting 
and retaining students. 
Bien Frankel Paul, social philosophy and 
policy center and political science. participated 
in a debate "Is There a Right to Food" at the 
World Hunger and Law Conference, al the law 
school of the State University of New York, 
Buffalo. October 1985. 
Boise J. McKltrlc, home economics and Faith 
Jackson, communication disorders, presented a 
research paper entitled .. Information Sources as 
an Influence on Househo'd Practices of Swazi 
Families" at the Third Bienneal World Congress 
on Communication and Development, in Dakar. 
Senegal. in July. 
Bernard Sternsher. history. served as a 
panelist f0< the Interdisciplinary Conference on 
Studying Federal Social Policy in Twentieth 
Century United States. at the Center for the 
Study of Contemporary Society, University of 
Notre Dame, October 1985. 
Jeff Gordon. geography, presented the paper 
.. Acculturation and Integration in the Aztec 
Culture Region" at the annual meeting of the 
Association of American Geographers, in Detroit, 
in April, 1985. He also chaired a session about 
the"Geographic Education I: Computer Use. 
Simulation. and Theory." 
Charles L Clow, EngliSh, presented the paper 
"The lssei Father in the Fiction of Hisaye 
Yamamoto" at the South Atlantic Modern 
Language Association. in Allan!~ October 1985. 
Vincent Corrigan, music theory/history, spoke 
about and performed works by Domenico 
Scarlatti at the Northwest Ohio Music Teachers 
Association Conference. in Bowling Green 
November 1985. 
Wellece DePue, music theory/composition. 
performed f0< the 13th anniversary celebration of 
radio station WCVO, in Columbus, October 1985. 
Mohalnllllld B. Dadfar. computer science, 
presented "The Effects of the Secondary 
Resonances on the Forced Motion of a Simple 
Pendulum" at the Siam Fall Meeting, in Tempe, 
Ariz_, October 1985. 
Hansen to chair 
theater department 
Robert C. Hansen has been named 
the first chair of the department of 
theater. 
The department, formerly the 
theater program, was created during 
reorganizational changes last year. 
Dr. Hansen, who has been on the 
faculty since 1977, directed the 
theater program. 
The department has 12 faculty and 
staff and more than 30 theater 
majors. Or. Hansen said that theater 
majors traditionally pursue jobs in 
radio, television and theater 
education. 
During the course of an academic 
year, faculty and students in the 
theater department produce about 12 
plays. The department also sponsors 
the Treehouse Troupe, which 
performs two plays each spring 
during a tour of northwest Ohio 
elementary schools. 
Dr. Hansen also has directed since 
1980 the University-sponsored Huron 
Playhouse, which produces six plays 
each summer. 
Dr. Hansen specializes in theater 
design and technical work. 
A native of Minnesota, Dr. Hansen 
was awarded his bachelor's degree 
from the University of Minnesota-
Morris and his master's degree from 
Florida State University. He earned 
his doctorate at the University of 
Minnesota In 1977. • 
Controversial sociologist 
to appear at faculty forum 
William Julius Wilson, author of the 
controversial book The Declining 
Significance of Race, will speak 
Wednesday, Jan. 22, at a College of 
Arts and Sciences faculty forum. 
Wilson, whose presentation wlll 
begin at 1 p.m. In the Alumni Room of 
the University Union, Is the Lucy 
Flower Distinguished Service 
Professor of Sociology and Public 
Policy and chair of the sociology 
department at the University of 
Chicago. 
In The Declining Significance of 
Race, Dr. Wilson argues that 
"economic class Is clearly more 
important than race In predetermining 
job place and occupational mobility." 
He says that poor blacks are more 
handicapped today by their lower-
class circumstances, by the 
economic decline of central cities 
where they live and by the decline of 
smokestack Industries than by racial 
discrimination per .se. 
"It's as though racism, having put 
the black underclass In its economic 
place, stepped aside to watch 
technological change finish the job," 
Dr. Wilson said In a recent· Time 
magazine article. "Now we need to 
develop the same amount of energy 
and imagination In dealing with the 
problems of the poor black that 
unfortunately were not addressed by 
the race-specific programs of the clvll 
rights movement." 
A 1958 graduate of Wilberforce 
University, Dr. Wilson, 50, received his 
master's degree In sociology from 
Bowling Green In 1961. He earned his 
doctorate at Washington State 
University in 1966. He was awarded 
an honorary degree from the 
University of Massachusettes in 1982. 
Dr. Wilson's talk is entitled "The 
Crisis of the Ghetto Underclass and 
the Liberal Retreat." He is also 
scheduled to discuss his current 
research between 2:30-3:30 p.m. in the 
McFall Center Assembly Room. That 
presentation Is sponsored by the 
department of sociology. Both talks 
are open to the public. 
Author and sociologist 
W/lllsm Julius Wilson 
Bissland to chair 
journalism department 
James Bissland has been 
appointed chair of the journalism 
department In the School of Mass 
Communication, according to Kendall 
Baker, dean, College of Arts and 
Sciences. 
Dr. Bissland, who has been on the 
faculty since 1976, Is the first chair of 
the department, which was created 
when the former School of Journalism 
and the radio-television-film 
department were merged last summer 
into the School of Mass 
Communication. 
Bowling Green has more than 400 
journalism majors in five major 
sequences including public relations, 
news editorial, magazine, 
photojournalism and broadcast 
journalism. "Our course offerings are 
aimed at getting a person off to a 
fast start in the professional world," 
said Dr. Bissland, adding that 
journalism majors also take a broad 
range of liberal arts courses. 
University bucks trend, foreign enrollment increases 
An associate professor, Bissland 
has headed the public relations 
sequence since 1980 and is director 
of graduate studies for the School of 
Mass Communication. He also has 
served as chair of the department's 
fundraising and scholarship 
committees and helped create The 
Press Club, which supports 
journalism activities at Bowling 
Green. 
Bucking national trends, the 
University has seen a 35 percent 
increase in the number of foreign 
students attending Bowling Green In 
the past two years. 
According to Douglas D. Daye, 
director of international programs, 
418 international students were 
enrolled at the University in the fall 
term, compared to 309 a year ago. 
"That's a 35 percent Increase while 
the national average Increase has 
been less than 3 percent over the 
same time period," he said. 
Dr. Daye said the University's 
success at attracting foreign students 
is due to several factors, lnc_luding 
Bowling Green's reputation for having 
solid programs, being a comfortable 
and safe place to live and charging 
moderate fees. He also said a diligent 
In Brief 
Scholarship honors Snyder 
A new scholarship honoring George 
R. Snyder, professor emeritus of 
education, has been established by 
the College of Education and Allied 
Professions. 
Dr. Snyder, 92, taugt.t at the 
University from 1948 until his 
retirement in 1963. The endowed 
scholarship has been created to 
honor the former professor by his 
wife Marvell B. Snyder. The couple, 
who have been married 64 years, live 
in Sarasota, Fla. 
The George R. Snyder Award has 
been designed for juniors or seniors 
enrolled in the college who are 
graduates of an Ohio high school. 
One scholarship will be awarded each 
year. Financial need will be a prime 
consideration in selecting the 
re::ipient. The amount of the award 
will vary, depending on interest 
generated by the endowment. 
Dr. Snyder, a 1920 graduate of 
Heidelberg College, received his 
master's and doctoral degrees at The 
Ohio State University. 
At Bowling Green, Snyder taught 
professional education courses in 
elementary education and science 
methods. From 1949-52, he was 
director of the laboratory school, an 
elementary school on campus that 
provided opportunities for University 
students to observe master teachers 
at work and to practice their own 
teaching skills. 
Dean candidates 
on campus 
The search committee for dean of 
libraries and learning resources has 
selected three candidates to J>e 
interviewed at the University. 
Each candidate will be making 
remarks to the faculty and staff, and 
faculty members are invited to attend 
these: ··essions. All sessions will 
effort to contact and recruit potential 
students through letters and in 
person has resulted in a consistent 
influx of foreign students. He added 
that University catalogs are sent to 
countries around the world. 
"This office has a good reputation 
for taking care of student problems 
and acting in their behalf," Dr. Daye 
said. "We have a reputation for being 
fair.'' 
About half of Bowling Green's 
international students are enrolled in 
the Graduate College. 
Most (65 percent) of the students 
are males and 89 percent are married. 
Ninety percent of the students live off 
campus. 
While there has been a decline 
nationally in the number of students 
from Africa, the Middle East, Latin 
begin at 1:30 p.m. on dates listed 
below and will be held in 210B 
Jerome Library. 
• Jan. 23: Rush G. Miller, director 
of libraries, Sam Houston State 
University, Huntsville, Texas. 
• Jan. 28: G. Charles Newman, 
director, Butler Library, The State 
University College of New York at 
Buffalo. 
• Jan. 30: Robert L Burr, director, 
Crosby Library, Gonzaga University, 
Spokane, Wash. 
Financial aid increases 
More than 160 Bowling Green 
students have received major 
academic scholarships for the current 
school year. 
The scholarships, which range in 
value from $600 to full-fees awards, 
were presented to 47 freshmen, 40 
sophomores, 40 juniors and 36 
seniors. All of the scholarships are 
presented annually to outstanding 
students as part of the University's 
program to recognize academic 
achievement. 
Ten incoming freshmen at Bowling 
Green each received $2,000 Minority 
Achievement Scholarships. 
The new scholarships are part of 
the University's ongoing effort to 
increase financial assistance 
available to students. 
Accbrding to Jack Taylor, assistant 
vice president for minority affairs, the 
scholarships were created 
specifically to help the University also 
meet its goal of increasing the 
number of high achieving minority 
students at Bowling Green. 
Nine freshmen received new 
University Professor Scholarships. 
The award pays students' full fees. 
Other awards included Trustee, 
President's Achievement, University 
Achievement and Alumni Merit 
scholarships. 
America, Europe and the South 
Pacific islands coming to the United 
States to study, there have been 
increases in students coming from 
Asia. 
Bowling Green has seen the mix of 
foreign students change, Dr. Daye 
said. 
The greatest number (20 percent) of 
the University's foreign students are 
from Malaysia. Other leading 
countries of origin include Canada, 11 
percent; Sri Lanka, 7 percent; China, 
Nigeria and India, each 5 percent; and 
Lebanon and South Korea, each 4 
percent. 
Distribution of the students 
extends through a variety of 
departments. Sixteen percent of the 
students are enrolled in the MBA 
program; 12 percent in mathematics; 
10 percent in chemistry; 9 percent in 
English; 6 percent in sociology; and 4 
percent each in music, physics and 
computer science. Others are enrolled 
in American studies, romance 
languages, biological sciences, 
American culture and other 
departments. 
Monitor 
Monitor Is published weekly by the 
Office of Public Relations for faculty 
and staff of Bowling Green State 
University. The deadline to submit 
material for the next Issue, Monday, 
Jan. 27, Is 5 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 21. 
Editor: Paul E. Kostyu 
Student Assistant Monica Karrer 
Photographer: Willlam Brown 
Contributors: Clifton P. Boutelle, Teri 
Sharp and Gardner A. Mclsan Jr. 
'Thinking" book 
reaches second edition 
A second edition of Asking the 
Right Questions, A Guide to Critical 
Thinking by two Bowling Green 
professors has been published by 
Prentice-Hall, Inc. The book is 
designed to teach the steps Involved 
in rational decision-making by 
evaluating information through a 
process of critical reading. 
According to the authors, Stuart M. 
Keeley, psychology, and M. Neil 
Browne, economics, the new book Is 
an expansion of the successful first 
edition, which had six printings. 
Sections about "Effective Writing and 
Critical Reading" and "Applying the 
Critical Questions to Your Writing" 
have been added to the text. 
''The thrust of the book is the 
same," said Dr. Keeley, adding that 
the text maintains its high readability, 
clear language, illustrations and 
style. Dr. Keeley noted that each 
chapter in the 189-page book builds 
on skills presented in earlier 
chapters. 
An active researcher, Bissland has 
received several grants to conduct 
research on such topics as alienation 
among journalists and burnout of 
photojournalists. He also has done 
several public attitude studies. His 
research has appeared in numerous 
publications and he has presented 
papers to various professional 
groups. 
A member of the Association for 
Education in Journalism and Mass 
Communication, Dr. Bissland is a 
former chair of that group's public 
relations division's membership 
committee. He is also active on 
several University committees, 
including the Image Task Force. 
Recruiters honored 
by University 
During the past academic year 
more than 700 recruiters, representing 
438 organizations, came to Bowling 
Green to interview and evaluate the 
University's students. 
But they were also being evaluated 
by the students they were 
interviewing. And the best of those 
have been presented with Recruiter of 
the Year awards by the University's 
Placement Services. 
Dennis Sweet, an assistant vice 
president for Bank One, based in 
Dayton, was named business 
recruiter of the year, and Sarah 
S~eeney, a personnel officer with the 
Lakewood (Ohio) School District, was 
named education recruiter of the 
year. 
Linda Bess, personnel recruiter 
with the Ohio Department of Youth 
Services, was presented the Joseph 
K. Balogh Award. The honor, named 
after the first dean of the University's 
College of Health and Human 
Services, is given to the person who 
has contributed the most to th.= 
placement of health and human 
service graduates. Bess operates out 
of the Maumee Youth Center in 
Toledo. 
Listening Lab changeC:I 
Effective Jan. 13, the 
services of the Listening Laboratory 
will be available in 118 Jerome 
Library (the Reserve Room)· under the 
supervision of Janet Hughes. 
The move from the former location 
at 206 Education Buildlng to the 
library will provide additional hours of 
operation without the loss of any of 
the services that have been previously 
avallable. 
Any questions may be directed to 
Kevin Work (37 2-2881) or Hughes 
(372-7908). 
Faculty/Staff 
Presentations 
Phlllp G. Tame. English and American studies, 
delivered a paper entitled ··Teaching 
Environmental Studies In the Context of 
American Culture: The Case of Environmental 
Aesthetics·· at the 10th biennial meeting of the 
American Studies Association, In San Diego, 
November 1985. 
presented the paper at the Fourth International 
Conference of Adapted Physical Activity. in 
T0<onto, October 1985. 
Darlcl Welnandy. direct0< of 0<lentatlon, and 
Debbie Clinton and Don 11111«. college student 
personnel graduate students, presented 
.. Education 101 - An Innovative Approach to 
Values ClartficatlOn" at the National Orientation 
Director's Association Conference. In 
Scottsdale, Ariz. 
for Small Public Libraries" to the Bryan Public 
Library Board of Trustees, in Bryan. November 
1985. 
J- L Fonytll, geology, presented a talk 
about "The Geological Setting of Northwest 
Ohio"' to the Toledo area Sierra Club. October 
1985. 
Darrell FJffa, educational curriculum and 
instruction, conducted a WOIXshop about 
"Integrating Science Content With Hands-On 
Activities In the Elementary School" at the 85th 
National Convention of the School Science and 
Mathematics Association. In Minneapolis. Minn., 
October 1985. 
Fayetta II. Paulaen, assistant vice president 
student affairs, Garald Saddlaml,.. interim dean. Martha Tack. educational administration and 
supervision, co-presented a lecture entitled ··The 
72 Percent Solution and How to Involve Non· 
Parents In Schools" at the Northwest Ohio 
National SchOol Public Relations Association 
m!leling, at the University Union. October 1985. 
Gerald Saddlemlrw, Interim dean. College of 
Education and Allied ProlesslOns, led a 
discussion about .. Specific Implications ol the 
Reform Movement"" at the fall conference of the 
Teacher Education Councll of State Colleges 
and Universities, in St. Louis. Mo .• October 1985. 
Darrell FJff•. educational curriculum and 
instruction, presented two worl<shops entitled 
··Exploring Your Environment: Exploring Local 
Environments'" and .. Project Learning Tree: 
. College of Education, and AUtdlrt Rentz. college 
student pen1onnel, were panel members 10< a 
session titled "Monitoring: A Survival Strategy" 
at the Ohio College Personnel Association fall 
conference, at Deer Creek State Park Lodge. 
November 1985. 
Larry Smltll, English and humanities. Firelands 
College, led a panel presentation entitled ··Pro's 
and Problems of Small Press Publishing·· at the 
Second Annual Festival of Writers and 
Publishers. In Toledo, November 1985. 
Environmental Education Supplement"" at the 
Ohio Statewide Science Stall Development 
Conference, In Cleveland, October t985. 
Terry W. Parsons. directO<. student recreation 
center, presented ··sport Ethics·· at Heidelberg 
College, September 1985. 
Terry W. Parsons. direct0<, student recreation 
center, presented "Positive Survival Strategies .. 
at the Ohio Association of Student Personnel 
Administrators Conference, at Deercreek State 
Park. October 1985. 
Terry W. Parsons. director. student recreation 
center. presented .. Athletic Coaching 
Certification .. at Ashland College. November 
1985. 
Donald IC. Enholm, Interpersonal and public 
communication. presented two papers entitled 
"The German Resistance Movement: Some 
Theoretical Implications f0< Oramatlsm" and 
0 'Audience Persuaslblllty as a Function ol Time 
of Day: An Empirical Examination ot Hitler's 
Theory .. at the Speech Communication 
Association Convention, In Denver. November 
1985. 
DaYld Melle, Edward Marks, John Bentley, and 
Robert Moont, members of the Univeristy faculty 
woodwind ensemble Yentl da camera. presented 
a formal concert at the College Music Society 
convention, In Vancouver. British Columbia. 
November 1985. 
Bea Gorton and Susan Gnron, health. 
physical education and recreation. collaborated 
In writing a paper entitled "A Biochemical 
Analysis of Selected Kinematic Variables of 
Male Blind Runners, Classes 8-1 and IJ.3, in the 
100-Meter Dash at the International Games for 
the Disabled, June. 1984" and Dr. Gorton 
Faculty/Staff 
Publications 
Richard Wiison. special education, "Impact or 
Pac-Man Playing on the Visual Tracking and 
Reading Abilities of Second Grade Students."" In 
Reading Improvement, Spring 1985. 
Stephen D. Simon, applied statistics and 
operations research and J.P.Lnage. economics, 
"Numerical Accuracy of Statistical Algorithms 
f0< Microcomputers;· in Computational 
Starisllcs and Data Analysis, vol. 3. 1985. 
Ollwer Chamberlain. director of the concert 
office. musical arts, ••Pricing Theory and Its 
Application For The Performing Arts,'" in the 
Journal of Arts Management and I.aw. vol. 15. 
no. 1 (Spring 1985). 
John Piper. heal th, physical education and 
recreatlOn, delivered a lecture abOut .. The Power 
of Positive Invitations to Learning .. at a 
conference 10< Van Wert County school 
teachers, al Uncoln View High School. October 
1985. 
Or. Piper spoke about the same topic at a 
conference for secondaly school teacherll at 
Warren Western Reserve High School, October 
1985. 
John Pl!*', health, physical education and 
recreation. gave three presentations about .. The 
Power of the Positive Self - Responsibility and 
Esteem .. at the University WHospltallty 
Management Training f0< Unemployed People .. 
seminars conducted by the Management Support 
Services Office, October 1985. 
Martha Tadt. educational administration and 
supervision, delivered a lecture about .. Teacher 
as Leader'° at a conference entitled .. Currlcul um 
Development Implementing Today's 
Technology;• at the Uni~ Union, June 1985. 
Martha Tack. educational administration and 
supervision, presented "The Instructor as 
Leader" to the faculty and stall of Northwest 
Technical College, In Archbold, September 1985. 
Martha Tack. educational administration and 
supervision, presented "Charting Your Course 
for Success In Administration .. at the annual fall 
meeting of the Alabama Association of Women 
Deans, Administrators and Counselors. at the 
University ol Alabama In Tuscaloosa. October 
1985. 
Martin Porter, director. creative arts program. 
performed as part of the TOWM Brass Quintet in 
the Eleanor Dana Center at the Medical College 
of Ohio, OecemtM!! 1985. 
Attar Carbon. geography, the chapter 
"Southeast Asia." In A Geographical 
Bibllography For American Ubraries. 
Alnr Cart-. geography, "One Century ol 
Foreign Immigration to the United States: 
1880-1979, .. in International Migration. 
Erle J-andJa- Krouse, special 
education, with graduate students Donna 
F..- and Cara! Safelteln. "A Comparison of 
Concurrent and Sequential Instruction of Four 
Types of Verbal Math Problems;· In Remedial 
and Special Education, 1985. 
Ron Partin, educational foundations and 
inquiry, "Show Your TeaeherS Time Counts;· in 
Wisconsin School News. May 1985. 
Rex Easley, English, a short story "New 
lhomu Ealay, accounting and management Mexico," In Kansas Quarterly, vol. 17, no. 2, Fall 
Information systems, ''The Art of Networking;• In 1985. 
Cal/fornia Planner, June 1985. 
lhomu Ealey, accounting and management 
Information systems, "Applying Operations 
Auditing: Concepts to Long-Term care 
Administration." In Tiie Journal of LDng-Term 
care Administration, Summer 1985. 
lhomu Ealey, accounting and management 
Information systems. WOeveloplng Management 
Styles for Multls." in Contemporary LTC, August 
19115. 
Mercedn Flys-EaltJ. romance languages, "La 
Proyecclon de Espana en Estados UnldoS: 
Gaspar de Villagra, .. In Toletom - Boletin de /ti 
Real Academle M: Bellas Artes y Clenclas 
Historicas, ano LXIX. 
Mercedn Rys-Early, romance languages, 
wBowllng Green y Toledo: Se acortan las 
distanclas," In Toletom - Boletln de /a Rsal 
Academia M: Bellas Artes y Clenclas Historicas. 
ano LXIX. 
Burton Beerman. music theory/composition, 
had his composition Sounds and Walls 
performed by the New Music Ensemble. at 
Arizona State University. October 1985. 
John Sampen. performance studies. was guest 
soloist with the Pittsburgh New Music 
Ensemble, In Pittsburgh, November 1985. 
llu.fne Allen. telecommunications services, 
spoke about telecommunications at a career 
search seminar at the University Union. 
November 1985. 
Karan Gould. French. delivered the paper 
wFllllng In the Gaps: Writing and Reading in 
Nicole Brossard"s Un livre .. to the Midwest 
Modern Language Association, In St. Louis, Mo~ 
November 1985. 
Kar9ll Gould. French, delivered the paper 
"Suzanne Lamy and the Feminizing of Critical 
Discourse .. to the Association for Canadian 
Studies In the U.S., In Philadelphia, September 
1985. 
Unda Fidls, music library, presented a paper 
entitled .. Amplllylng Access to Sound 
Recordings" at the annual meeting of the Music 
Library Association, Midwest Chapter, In 
Madison, Wis., October 1985. 
Bien Wllllam8 and St- Ruuell, special 
education. and Rosalind Hammond and 1berna 
llllne, educational curriculum and Instruction, 
presented '"Polley Analysis and Formation: The 
Leaming Disabled College Student In Teacher 
Preparation Programs" at the 33rd annual 
convention of the Ohio Federation Council for 
Exceptional Children. In Cleveland, November 
1985. 
E. Ruth Schnalder. educational curriculum and 
Instruction/library educational media. presented 
a lecture abOut '"Information Retrieval Systems 
Research and Development In Educaflon. vol. 18, 
no. 4, Summer 1985. 
Dennla M. Andanon. political science, 
"Instrumental Rationality In Referenda Voting: 
An Empirical Test and Analysis ol the Limits of 
Voter Rationality," In Politics and Polley. vol. 2, 
August 1985. 
Faculty /Staff 
Recognitions 
William E. Hanington. emeritus faculty 
member and a former dean of the College of 
Education. has been honored by the Northwest 
Ohio Educational Research Council for his 20 
years or service as executive secretary and 
treasurer of the organization. 
DHld G. Bsau. former dean of the College of 
Education, has been appointed to the Northwest 
Ohio Educational Research Council. 
&Mat Panc:sofar, special education. has been 
selected to the edltorlal bOard of the Journal of 
Special Education. 
Jamn l.eNge. economics. "Using Economic 
Indicators In the Budgetary Decision-Making 
Process," In Ohio Economic Trends Rnietr, 
Summer 1985. 
Mutha Rog9rs, marketing. "'Subliminal 
Advertising: The Battle of the Popular Versus the 
Scholarly Views." In llarlret/ng Jn the Long Run, 
Fall 19115. 
ThomU HUty, art. was among 40 artists from 
around the nation represented In a Decembef 
exhibition at the Robert Kidd Gallery 111 Detroit. 
Susan Petroshlua and Gllbelt Frtable. 
marketing. "'Career Perceptions and Influencing 
Factors on Business Students Ctlolce of Major, .. 
In the 1985 AMA Educator's Proceedlngs. 
lllc:llHI ....,_,marketing, "'The Merchant· 
Men:hant Cycle," In Merlretlng In the Long Run, 
Fall 1985. . 
Paul Hunt, performance studies. was recently 
appointed Uteratura Ravi- editor for the 
Journal of the International Tmmbone 
4ssocla ti on. 
Martha Tack. educational administration and 
supervision and Karen WhMler. graduate 
assistant, conducted a leadership training 
seminar 10< members of the Ohio Business and 
Professional Women - USA chapter. at Salt 
Fork Lodge in Cambridge. 
Steftft Ru.Mil. special education. presented a 
lecture entitled "Tallon• Made More Easier: 
Language. Curriculum Planning and the Learning 
Disabled'" at the 33rd annual convention or the 
Ohio Federation for Exceptional Cl'ltldren. in 
Cleveland. November 1985. 
Richard J. Wright. dlrect0<. Institute 10< Great 
Lakes Research. presented a speech entitled 
WThe Other Novembers .. to the Great Lakes 
Maritime Institute at the Dossin Great L..akeS 
Museum, In Detroit. November 1985. 
A. Rolando ~. ethnic studies. spoke 
about '"Spanish Surname Students: Struggle lor 
Identity'' at a conference hosted by the Latino 
and Latin American Studies Center of Northern 
Illinois University, October 1985. 
Joan II. A9pp, library access services, 
presented the paper "A Look at the Middle 
Manager - What Makes a Good Employee or a 
Good Boss?'" at the annual conference or the 
Academic Ubrary Association of Ohio, In 
Columbus. September 1985. 
Wall- DePue, music theory/composition. 
performed In support of the United Way 
campaign, at the McFall Gallery, in Bowling 
Green. October 1985. 
Mlchaal llarlden, popular culture, presented 
an Illustrated paper entitled "Popular 
Entertainments In Manitoba: Playing At Work In 
Summer And Winter" at the meeting ol The 
Association For Canadian Studies In America. in 
Philadelphia. Pa.. September 1985. 
Grant applications due 
Faculty members who wish to 
apply for Faculty Development Grants 
in amounts in excess of $250 are 
reminded that the deadline for 
applications Is Monday, Feb. 3. 
Guidelines are available from 
department secretaries or from the 
office of the vice president for 
academic affairs. 
Beth A. casay, center for academic optiorn.. 
has been elected to the executive bOard of the 
Association for General and Liberal Studies and 
was made president-elect o! the Association for 
Integrative Studies. 
Adrian R. Tio. art. has wOf1t on display In two 
national exhibitions. ·"Slnestra e Oestra," a 
painting, is on exhibit at Federal Plaza In New 
York City as part of wProject America. .. an 
invitational exhibition of artists from the United 
States. A second work, "'The Lsft and Right 
Conflict with no Solution In Sight." a drawing. 
was scheduled for display at the Sarratt Gallery. 
Vanderbilt University, Nashville. Tenn~ from Jan. 
28-Feb. 22. 
Ray Browne and Mlchael Marsden. popular 
culture. portlclpated In a panel discussion of 
"Best-5elling Fiction" at the annual meeting of 
the Modem Language Association In Chicago in 
December 19115. 
Susan Paba.hlus, marketing. "An Alternative 
Approach to the Client-Sponsored Projeet In the 
Marketing Research PrinclpleS Course," In the 
1985 AMA Educator's ProceedlflfP. 
Robert Read. chair, educaUonal foundatlon5 
and Inquiry, ''On-Task and Off·Task Student 
Behavior at Otsego Local SchoOI. District." In the 
Journal of School Research and lnfonnation, 
Spring 1985. 
lllkal aau.,, technology, "Some Tips on 
Fitting Robotics Into your IE Curriculum." In Tiie 
Sdlool Shop, October 1985. 
Judllll Bantety, music pertormance studies, a 
pertormance guide to Prokofie'l°s "Flute Sonata 
In D major, op. 94." in Flute Talk, October 1985. 
Kart Sdlun, biologlcal sclenceS. was 
appointed chair of the Surface Water Committee 
of the Ohio Water ResourceS Council and he 
sanes on the Joint Ohio ofipartment of Natural 
Resources and Ohio Environmental Protection 
Agency Ground Water Task Force. 
Clyde R. Wlllla, dean. Colteoe of Health and 
Human Services. was elected to a two-year term 
on the board of directors of the American 
Society of Allied Health Professions. 
Clyde R. Wlllla, dean, Colteoe of Health and 
Human Services. was presented the Honors 
Award of the PQtlonal Student Speecb-
Language-Hearlng Association. He received the 
award at the assoclatton"s national corM1ntlon 
In Washington. D.C. It was only the third time 
the group has bestowed Its highest hOnOI'. Dr. 
Wl111s was recognlmd for being Instrumental In 
the formation of the association In 1972 and for 
semng as Its first executhe director. Shblay L-ngham-Jcn.on. education 
foundations and Inquiry, "The Importance of Re-
inventing the Wheel," In the Uniwerslty of Dayton 
Journal of Education, Spring 1985. 
Shlrlay ~education 
foundations and Inquiry, "Better Parent-Teacher 
Relationships Help the Chlld. Too;· In Children·~ 
House. Spring 1985. 
Eldon E. Snydar, sociology, ··A Theoretical 
Analysis of Academic and Athletic Roles," In 
Sociology ol Sport Joumal, 1985. 
. 
1ha lnatltula tor Grut LS8s Rn•ardl. 
photographs and the article "The Ultimate Storm 
- The Great LakeS Hurrteane of 1913," In 
Weethenrlse magazine. October 1985. reprinted 
from Amrlflcan "Heritage magazine. November 
1984. 
Ede JoMa. special eclucatlOn. co-auth0r9d 
d\apteB MDeflnltlon and Prevalence" and 
"Family issues." In the text llental Retardation 
(edited by a- R. Patton, James s. Payne and 
Mary Beirne-Smith) published by James E. 
Merrill Publishing Co. 
llartlla Tadt. education, chaired a panel on 
graduate student services at the annual meeting 
of the Council of Graduate Scnools In Anaheim, 
call!. In December 1985. 
Dnld Walnberg, history, participated In a 
wort<shOp on anti-Semitism sponsonid by the 
Office of the President of Israel In Jerusalem In 
December 1985. 
Don c. Stalnk•, geology, Is national vice 
prasldent of Sigma Gamma Epsilon, the national 
hOn<>r society 10< geology and the earth sciences 
for undergraduate and graduate stur<" · •. 
BolM J. llcKltrlc. home economics, <» 
authOred "An Analysis of Sex Olfferen=~~ in 
Educating the H~ndlcapped." In J_oumac of 
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Dnlcl C. Sbgga, history, has been promoted 
to the rank of colonel In the U.S. Army Reserve. 
J-1 Parb, health. physical education and 
recreation. ser-.ed as a member of an external 
review team for the School of Applied Health 
Services at Rutger.; University In December 1985. 
., 
